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atmosphere, it was buzzing! I had done my
homework and contacted most of the artists
beforehand for their songs, keys etc. whether they
needed backing or not. The others I just trusted to
luck, bearing in mind they were coming from all
over Britain, Buddy from Jersey, Terry Wayne
from Sweden, Jay Chance came from Thailand,
plus others from Germany, Morocco and Brazil.
These guys just wanted to be there and it showed
- they were brilliant professionals.
H.B.
What did you think of the sound system,
and did you feel the running order was correct?
J.H.
I personally thought Simon on the sound
system did a great job. It must be a nightmare
facilitating all the changes of performers, mostly
after about three or four songs. I sent him an
email after, thanking him and the 100 Club for
their efforts; with these things you really have to
trust him and, again with the same one small
exception, everybody got up and did their stuff,
true pros.
Regarding the running order - that constantly
changed. I have the original and it will be
interesting to compare it with the DVD when it
comes out. For example, I was supposed to start
quietly with Allan Bailey’s Soho Leg-Ends doing
“Worried Man Blues” but I got collared by Kenny
Major who had Big John Carter of the Brick Lane
Boogie Boys with him and thought he should start
with his stuff, so that was the first change. Willie’s
skiffle spot was, how shall I say, ‘compromised’,
and he couldn’t go on, so the order was again
changed. The thing was also that, as the guys
arrived, the order was changed to accommodate
them; some had trains to catch (not all private jets
as John Howard implied). There were also guys
who just wanted to be there. For example Bruce
Welch was there. I had spoken to him earlier at
Rick’s funeral, and he said if he could get there he
would come, but wouldn’t play, so you have to
respect his wishes. Mind you, I had practised
“Dance On” and “Shindig” just in case; just
imagine with Licorice on bass, say, Howard on
drums. ah well. So as you see the running order
was dictated by circumstances as was necessary.
H.B.
Were there any incidents that may have
gone unnoticed, and what did you think of the
turnout?
J.H.
(smiling) I will answer in reverse order;
the turnout was brilliant, the audience was as
special as the performers; they made the night
what it was. Keith told me he had a call from

A VIEW FROM THE STAGE
Hardrock Bunter in conversation with John Hills
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H.B.
Well John, you were on stage I reckon for
about four hours, both as m/c and playing back-up
for the stars, so I think it would be great to get
your view on different aspects of the night and
how it went.
J.H.
From my perspective it was a great night.
These stars were real professionals and an
absolute joy to be with. I said to Keith when he
suggested we do this article that, provided it
wasn’t edited or cut to ribbons, (Does he mean
me? – H) it would be a great idea to give full credit
to these performers; with only one small exception
they were all brilliant.
H.B.
When Rick suggested we do this show
what were your thoughts?
J.H.
Typical of Rick, bless him. I like to think
he was watching and enjoying what we did as a
tribute to him. I know when I mentioned him, as
Vince did, you could feel the warmth in the place.
As John Howard kindly noticed, reporting in UK
Rock magazine, quite a few people were seen
wiping a tear away remembering the great man.
H.B.
How did your day start?
J.H.
We got there early and just soaked up the
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happened, “One more Hilda”, “Okay John” - job
done. A super lady and again great backing from
Simon Praeger, Pete Stanley, John Pilgrim, and a
chap whose name escapes me at the moment,
sorry.
H.B.
Me too. I’m sure Keith or Ken will
remember his name.

Newcastle from a guy who wanted tickets so badly
he drove down to pick them up personally the
same day, despite Keith promising to save them
for him (we all know about Keith’s promises don’t
we, lol!) (Hey, it’s my job to write these comments
John! – H) Yes, the atmosphere was so warm and
friendly; I guess in part this is due to the megaspecial ‘Woodies’ crowd that support us through
hell and high water.
As for incidents, one of the input channels on my
amp decided to disappear inside it as I was
setting it up, so I had only one channel all night that could have been a disaster. A mandolin solo I
was going to do with the Soho Leg-Ends didn’t
happen because the pick up packed up on me.
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Let me tell you about the
professionalism of these
performers. Because of
the turnout, most of them
had to cut short their
playlist. I saw Vince’s list
and half the numbers had
been crossed through; he
still had about three to do
when Keith said to him
“One
more
please
Vince”, so Vince just cut
to his final number “No
Other Baby”, surely the
definitive version of this
song; no problems no aggro, just a superb
performance from this guy with his family group
backing him. What a pro.
© Paul Harris

J.H.
Oh yes. Anyway, Danny wanted Licorice
to play bass with him, so I asked him if he would.
He said yes, provided he could go on next as he
had a train to catch (change running order again).
Buddy was due on so I asked him would he mind,
no problem says Mr Professional. Danny goes on,
he’s in heaven. He was still on cloud nine when I
spoke to him hours later, probably still is! His
version of ”Move It’ with me and Eddie swapping
lead guitar patterns, Licorice on bass and Howard
Tibble on drums was magic. What I didn’t know
was that Buddy was
looking forward to Licorice
backing
him,
which,
because
of
the
train
situation, didn’t happen.
Like I said, Mr Professional.
Talking of which, Buddy’s
backing group drove down
from Scotland and drove
back straight after the gig wow!
Did
you
notice
Buddy’s limited edition gold
© Paul Harris
plated Fender strat? Talk
about style.
H.B.
Oh yes, that was some axe!
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Chas, I believe, came on, out of order, after
Willie’s incident with no fuss, and included in his
act a tremendous version of “Kansas City”,
y’know, the Wilbert Harrison song. You realise
how good he is when you hear people calling for
more, a true star.

J.H.
You’re not kidding! Anyway, Jay Chance
flew in from Thailand and did his stuff like a cat
that had found the cream! A lovely friendly guy, I
look forward to backing him again soon.
Terry Wayne, ‘Bopping The Blues’ an absolute
joy, came on and charmed everyone. Where has
he been all these years? Answer Sweden - come
back soon Tel. I believe many people were
disappointed at him not including “Slim Jim Tie”,
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Same with Hilda and the Ramblers. I was hoping
to get her to do “Goodnight Irene” as an encore,
but there was not enough time. Same thing
2

which was always a popular song with the teds.
He hadn’t sung it in a very long time, but I’m sure
he’ll re-learn it for the next time he does a show
here; the song’s far too popular to leave out!

was in constant touch with me and was desperate
to attend, but at the eleventh hour was unable to
do so. I promise you he was choked. He wanted
to do Rick’s first composition “Steamin’ Down The
Line”, which we are now planning to do on the
th
skiffle boat on Sunday June 10 as part of the
tribute to Rick.
H.B.
Great stuff.
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H.B.

Sure, that’s right.

J.H.
Alan Bailey and the Soho Leg-Ends
were a joy to watch and earlier, as I was getting
ready to begin the proceedings, I had in mind
someone else to help me kick it off but Alan was
so keen I had him join me on stage. What a
blinding decision - he was great. Another incident
was Ken Major’s ‘Six Five Special’ clock complete
with steam whistle that gave everyone a big laugh,
and a great intro to the classic song. Mind you I
didn’t realise the clock came in two parts and
nearly dropped it! (laughs)
H.B.
(Laughs) Oh, gawd!
J.H.
As for Wee Willie Harris, what can you
say? I don’t know how he does it but you have to
say whatever it is you have to have in this
business, he’s got it. As I said earlier his skiffle act
didn’t happen and he was not pleased, so I’m
thinking what’s he going to do? He comes up,
says “John, give me a ‘b’ chord” and tears into his
first number; he was away, brilliant! Everybody
jumping, Eddie banging off solos, drummer and
bass going wild, this man knows his stuff.
H.B.
Sure does.
J.H.
A few more incidents I remember. Later,
Willie pauses and says “I was going to do
“Rocking At The 2i’s”, looks at me and says “I
don’t suppose you know it John?” “Oh yes I do,
I’ve been practising it
since Tony Annis gave me
© Paul Harris
the CD, you never know“.
It’s one of those moments
you dream of. Off goes
Willie and brings the
house down, a real magic
moment.
Another one. Now how is
this for the pro Willie is?
He is storming the place
and I notice Rockin’ Gerry
at the side of the stage.
He’s not been on yet, and
we are running out of time,
so I sidle up to Willie,
explain what has happened, and I ask him, can he
join you. Bearing in mind Willie lost his skiffle part,
now I’m asking him to, in effect, give up part of his
Rock’n’Roll act; can you imagine I’m feeling very
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J.H.
Also, my old mate, Ralph Edwards
(motto ‘plan your play, play your plan’). The pickup
on my old Harmony packed up so Ralph carries
on singing and playing lead; I bet no one noticed,
a true pro.
Rockin’ Gerry Champion came on last to finish the
proceedings and got a great
© Paul Harris
reception. He phoned the
next day to tell me he had
never signed so many
autographs.
I must make a special
mention of Eddie Jones who
shared guitar duties with me.
We met for the first time on
stage, no warm up and away
we went; quite amazing,
another star pro.
H.B.
Were
there
any
special incidents you recall?
J.H.
Other incidents I saw? Tony Annis, Blue
Jeans’ drummer, with his drum sticks and brushes
ages before he was due on stage, a bag of
nerves, but as soon as we started he was rock
solid. The two Blue Jeans numbers “When I Get
To Glory” and “Lonesome Traveller”, both on the
2i’s LP were sung by his son Patrick, Alan Bailey
and Pete Baxter; all were
made honorary Blue Jeans
for the night and full credit
to them.
A special mention to Tex
Makin on bass from Rick’s
first skiffle group, the Rick
Richards Skiffle Group,
another great musician,
who was in Georgie
Fame’s
original
Blue
© Paul Harris
Flames if you remember.
I should mention here that
John d’Avensac, the other member of the group,
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bought with my first week’s wages, three pounds
ninepence I believe, was a Django album. I don’t
remember how much it cost but I still have the
album after all these years, sensational stuff. Back
to the show! I remember I wanted to do “Sling Yer
Hook” in memory of our dear friend Rick, and me
and some of the Woodies had practised it, but
things were moving too quickly, really, to slot it in,
and with our Gerry rounding off the night it might
have seemed unfair to steal what I suspect what
was his greatest moment. But all in all it was a
tremendous success.
H.B.
Did you get any phone calls after the
event?
J.H.
Yes I did. I got a call from Willie saying
what a great night it was, bless him, and that he
was looking forward to the skiffle boat event on
th
June 10 .

apprehensive to say the
least. Willie, bless him,
with not a flicker says,
“Bring him up”; up comes
Rockin’
Gerry
and
together they rock the
place
down!
The
atmosphere was electric,
so friendly. Anyhow, they
are rocking the place, as I
say everyone is on a high,
and while Willie is singing
he gradually exits stage
left; as he does he points
at Gerry and applauds
him. To this the crowd respond and join in and as
Willie leaves the stage the applause is deafening,
leaving Gerry to round things off to a magnificent
finale.
What can you say? Willie, what a star, what a pro
they don’t come any better.
H.B.
That’s right, that’s right. Do you think
there could be a follow up gig?
J.H.
I would like to think so, this was Rick’s
idea and as a tribute to him why not? Don’t forget
he appeared there over 350 times, Mr 2i’s.
Certainly the interest would appear to be there.
The demand for tickets was incredible. For Keith it
was a test the water exercise, no one knowing
what the response would be. I was a 2i’s punter
but here I am just a backing musician; it is the 2i’s
artists and Keith who will decide I guess. On this
occasion to a man they responded to Keith when
asked with, “I want to be there, count me in”, not
one said “How much?” That’s how much it meant
to them. So lets hope there is a follow up.
H,B.
Absolutely. Now, did you feel there were
any personal disappointments of any sort?
J.H.
A couple, yes. For instance, I wanted you
on drums for Jay Chance especially after seeing
what you could do at the rehearsal the previous
weekH.B.
But they decided to get a musician
instead! (both laugh)
J.H.
Anyway, I completely forgot, so when
Keith nominated whoever it was, I think it was
Howard, but anyhow the opportunity was lost. Also
there were other artistes who might have been
there, but I could only introduce them as and
when Keith told me. For example I rang Dave
Sampson a couple of days earlier and following
our chat I had worked out not only a Ricky Nelson
medley but a nice arrangement of Elvis’s “Mystery
Train” which would be nice for an encore but I
never did know if he was there or not. I spoke to
the great Big Jim Sullivan but he was too unwell
and also Diz Disley who said he’d like to come
along but I don’t think he made it. I thought of Diz
when I saw the picture of Django Reinhardt on the
wall of the 100 Club, he would have been 97 had
he lived.
H.B.
That’s true, yes. Also, Disley spent many
years playing behind Stephane Grappelli.
J.H.
Sure, yeah. Actually, the first LP I ever
© Paul Harris
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Also I spoke to Licorice who told me I was a good
listener, which is a nice compliment; it means I
don’t try to blast everyone off the planet. Bruce
told him we did a tight set together.
H.B.
That’s a hell of a compliment, praise
indeed.
J.H.
Ray Duval phoned to compliment me and
spoke to my wife Pat but she wouldn’t tell me what
was said in case I couldn’t get out the door. Ray
said he will get the Checkmates back together for
the next gig, so he is definitely wanting it to
happen. Buddy again was very complimentary but
wouldn’t send me his guitar to practice on.
H.B.
Ah well. So then, what next for John Hills?
J.H.
Well, I’m looking forward to playing at
Tony Papard’s retirement session, and it’s Brian
Jessup’s birthday too around the same time; with
Corliss and MaryJean on hand that should be
great. The skiffle boat’s gonna be brilliant I’m
sure, with Chas and Willie and the others, then
there’s Roy Young at the 100 Club in July, what
about that?! It’ll be great to see Roy back in the
UK again, not forgetting of course our jam
sessions which I love to take part in, and I know
Trevor loves taking part in them too, Actually I
must say he did a first-class job playing behind
Jay Chance at the 2i’s gig, he was right on the ball
there. So, as you can see, I’m a busy chap!
H.B.
To think you hadn’t played regularly for
about 30 years up until the 50 Years Of Skiffle gig.
You’re doing some great stuff with us now, gaining
praise from some of the top guys, and this praise
is thoroughly deserved in my opinion. John Hills,
many thanks and keep rockin’.
J.H.
Thanks Bunter, and remember folks,
Rock’n’Roll forever, forever Rock’n’Roll.
4
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Pat say
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his shirt allowing a crammed 100 Club the chance
to admire his 73 year old torso. Rockin’ Gerry
Champion, thinking his chance to perform that
night had passed as ole Father Time marched
past the magic closing hour, Willie of course being
the professional and generous spirited man that
he is would not let a fellow Rock'n'Roller go home
without getting to do what they all love best,
Rock'n'Roll; Gerry did “The Show Ain’t Over Yet
Folks”.
A couple of hours previous Danny Rivers, good
friend of us Woodies, although sadly he only had
time for three numbers but what an impression
was left on the punters to take home with them,
did to say the least a sterling job, beyond the call
of duty, backing up many of the Rock'n'Roll acts
on lead guitar. Eddie Jones, one time member of
the Dave Travis Band, was brought in at quite
short notice to replace a sadly unwell Big Jim
Sullivan - I am sure all you Woodies out there
want to send your regards and wishes for a
speedy recovery to Big Jim. Danny was well
chuffed to have former Shadow and Wildcat on
bass, Brian “Licorice” Locking - what a lovely
man, a lesson to us all in grace.

Good morning folks, out there in Woodie Land. So
much happening since our last issue that I'm
virtually breathless just writing about it. First of all
I've got to say (okay, I am going to blow my own
trumpet a bit and you Kats know that ain’t like me
- modest to a fault, perfectly happy to blend into
the background) the 2i’s Tribute Show held at the
100 Club back on the 28th January was not only
the most important gig held in 'Tales From The
Woods' Roots Music Magazine Promotions’ still
quite short history but also by far the most
successful, sold out a month in advance. Now that
is something else! Proves something - that is
there is still a thriving market out there for the
often underrated pioneers of the British rock
music industry.
Excitedly names like Terry Wayne sporting a Slim
Jim tie, looking very much like he should, flew in
from his adopted Scandinavian home to perform
his first gig on his native soil for over 40 years.
You will have to read elsewhere, or in our friends
the glossies, about his triumphant return to the
U.K. stage.

© Barry Dixon
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My heartfelt thanks go out to all the musicians
who came just simply because they wanted to be
there. To one-time Wildcat, Playboy, etc Bobby
Woodman, drumsticks in back pocket, travelled
up from Coventry; fellow sticksman Mac Paul, still
got great hair also sat in on drums during the
evening; as did Howard Tibble towards the end
of the evening; jazz drummer and former
Checkmate (the band behind early sixties hitmaker Emile Ford) looking fantastic at just 75
years young Ray Duval had a ball (I know, he told
me so) and has Ray got some news for us
Woodies? Tell you about that later.

Likewise for guitar picker and piano man
extraordinaire Buddy Britten; again so many
moons have passed since Buddy played here,
confident, stage presence in abundance like he
has never been away. Now a highly successful
author under the pen name Geoffrey GloverWright and residing in Jersey, Buddy, like Terry,
will be back… can’t say when yet but you will read
about it in these pages first, you can guarantee.
Wee Willie Harris, and Vince Eager & Rockola,
no strangers to 'Tales From The Woods' shows,
as always put on wonderful performances. Willie,
at the climax of his top of the bill act, stripped off
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Jay Chance. auditioned for the 2i’s by Vince
Eager way back in the late fifties, now a highly
5

running and hooting around the rim of its face – I
kid you not.

successful businessman come actor but a
Rock'n'Roll man in his heart - always been,
always will - has a new CD “Rock'n'Roll Fever” out
in the shops as well - 10 out of 10 to Raucous
Records for believing in these people. Good to
see there are some real people out there with
integrity who are not frightened to take a risk.

© Barry Dixon

The giants of Skiffle, City
Ramblers
Revival
featuring Hylda Sims,
one-time member of
Russell Quaye’s City
Ramblers; John Pilgrim,
washboard virtuoso of
Skiffle
pioneers
the
legendary Vipers; Simon
Praeger on guitar a
© Barry Dixon
legend in his own right
amongst folk musicians and aficionados; Mark
Abrahams travelling all the way from his home in
the north of England to blow some fine harmonica.

Time to thank John Hills, our lead guitar hero of
so many wonderful social occasions/jam sessions
etc, who was on stage for over five hours and
worked like a Trojan - not just at the gig but also in
the weeks leading up to the 28th.

And of course the man who is indeed a hero to
many of us Woodies, the finest banjo player in the
U.K. Pete Stanley. No doubt some of you saw the
recent television documentary featuring Frank
Skinner, the comedian of the idiom near-modern
who has a fondness for music of the roots variety,
who allowed his frustrations to run amok by
wishing to enter a banjo competition in Kansas in
front of some 3,000 aficionados and be one of
150 entrants, despite little more than a
rudimentary ability to enter a competition of such
renown. He had just months to advance his
technique and Pete the master was enlisted to
teach and fuel the ego of the comedian Skinner.
Well, to say the least, it did not work out too well;
time and space does not allow detail but basically
we here at the editorial board found it to be
insulting to a musician of such standing. Anyway
excuse me for wandering a little there, back to the
2i’s gig.
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Not everything ran smoothly, not by any stretch of
the imagination and mistakes were made, mostly
by me. Next time, less acts, tighter timing to name
but two. Apologies to Chas McDeviitt, having to
bring the Skiffle king on stage much earlier than
intended, a result of a misunderstanding between
Eastside Skiffle group and Wee Willie Harris
meant that Willie had to miss out on his prepared
Skiffle set leaving me with no alternative but to
bring Chas on stage. Unprepared as he was, his
professionalism covered over the cracks.
Apologies to Russ Sainty who never got the
chance to perform through lack of time (make it
up to you next time Russ… promise).

© Barry Dixon

Ken Cooke’s Eastside, of course no strangers to
'TFTW' promotions, playing both the Skiffle 50
and Zydeco Meets Skiffle gigs back in 2006 at
the Water Rats, although sadly on the 100 Club
gig plagued by all accounts by sound problems.
Ralph Edwards, another veteran of the first
'TFTW' promotions Skiffle 50 show, came along
to open the show, a none too envious spot but
Ralph carried it off with much aplomb not too
difficult for someone like Ralph with so many

Alan Bailey from the Soho LegEnds was a late addition to the bill
and enjoyed himself as much as
we enjoyed his set which included
a workout on “Six-Five Special” at
guess what time? No doubt about
that - 'Tales From The Woods'
maestro John Hills held up a clock
at six five complete with a train
6

It’s not just the artists both well-known and lesser
known, musicians both legendary and obscure
that we want to interview but very much the fans
who were a part of it.

years around the Rock'n'Roll scene.
Thank you to everyone behind the scenes who
made the night everything and more that we
dreamed it would be. To our marketing manager
Ken Major; to our genius of the IT dept, that man
of mystery, H; to our web-meister Alan Lloyd; to
all the musicians and artists who offered their time
and for wanting to take part; to Tony Annis onetime sticksman of the Blue Jeans for selling so
many tickets amongst his extended family and
many friends; to Mr Bob Mandry for all his help
leading up to the gig and Mrs Mandry for a
fantastic buffet; to Ron Collins for his patience in
creating a little order with all the equipment on
stage; to Jaron and Rolen for sitting in at times
when needed. Thank you to all the people who
came, some who travelled not just the length and
breadth of the U.K. but across continents to be
there and heartfelt apologies to those who could
not get tickets - next time folks. When’s that going
to be I hear you cry, out in Woodie land? Read on
- tell you soon.







Were you around during those glorious periods? A
young buck ted back in ’56; a fresh faced sharp
dude in a bum freezer Italian suit in ’60; were you
a pretty little thing, flared skirt and pony tail or
perhaps a more mature peek-a-boo look who
followed those up and coming stars or groups?
Were you a face at the Scene in ’64 or the Chez
Don at Dalston or (correct spelling Bill, I know you
were a regular) Club Norvik in Tottenham? Do you
remember walking hipster cool into the Scene on
a Saturday night and see a pair of menacing
looking rockers glaring at you, pretending to throw
hand grenades into the club. Well, long time ago,
time heals - we are all Woodies now. Ain’t that
right Ken Major and Alan Hardcastle?
We want your stories no matter how big or how
small. Look folks, ole Father Time is marching on
and we need to get it down on paper now, before
we start to lose our marbles. We were a part of
musical history that could never have happened
before and almost certainly will never happen
again. My job will be to collate all the info for the
book to avoid duplication etc before passing it on
to Adrian who has the real skills. email me at
'TFTW' (TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk) or personally
at keithwoods25@hotmail.com. It’s going to be a
heck of a busy time coming up. Am I looking
forward to it? You bet.



Those of you out there in Woodie Land who are
lucky enough to possess a PC and are able to
receive 'TFTW's round-robin emails despatched
on a regular basis by our esteemed marketing
manager Ken Major will already know what I am
about to speak about, through these emails and
also via the two-page 'Tales From The Woods'
emergency newsletter which was both emailed
and posted via traditional methods some five or
six weeks ago. The purpose of the emergency
newsletters is to keep everyone informed of what
is going on, and up to date with the latest news.
Circumstances still enforce us to keep to around
four issues a year, hence the need for these
newsletters.









'Tales From The Woods' Friday night jam
sessions have moved during 2007 to the Caxton
Arms, 50 The Highway, near Tower Hill,
Fenchurch Street and Shadwell stations entitled
“Jammin’ At The Highway” and occupying the last
Friday of each month. The first, held back on a
cold dark January night, melted the ice
wonderfully with most of The Caxton’s regulars
deserting their comfortable armchairs in the
downstairs bar to stand upstairs and watch the
magic emanating from the venue’s tiny stage,
clapping, cheering and joining in the fun with all
the Woodies; even the bar girls were dancing on
top of the bar, sporting ear to ear grins! A huge
success, certainly. Chief Woodie went home a
happy bunny, shifting a respectable amount of
merchandise.

Incidentally, if there are folks out there who have
not yet joined the 'TFTW' email group and wish to
be kept informed about not only Woodie related
gigs and social functions but general roots music
related news, gigs, news of tours, keeping you up
to date, please let us know your email address
and instantly become a part of the Woodie
Dysfunctional Family.
Yours truly is about to collaborate with Mr Andrew
Ings on a book, the subject matter of which is
considerably different from other such projects,
i.e. based around the birth of British Rock'n'Roll at
the 2i’s Coffee Bar in London’s Soho and other
such establishments like the BreadBasket, Freight
Train, Top Ten Club etc through to the rise of the
London rhythm & blues scene at legendary
venues such as the Flamingo, Marquee, Scene,
with a cut-off period around 1965, taking in also
the social scene that created it or was equally part
of it. We intend to commence writing on the 1st
June with the intention of a spring 2008 release.

Come the last Friday in February it was, if
anything, more successful musically but not so
commercially. The last Friday in March, just days
before putting pen to paper, found yours truly
away on holiday, four hours flying time away on
the Maltese island of Malta, leaving the jam in the
capable hands of 'Tales From The Woods'
veteran scribe, the legendary Shaky Lee
Wilkinson. Lee handled the emcee duties with
much aplomb, befitting a loyal Rock'n'Roller who
7

ran his own club in his native Lancashire way
back in those heady Rock'n'Roll revival and
rockabilly boom times of the mid-seventies.
General dogsbody duties, normally performed by
my good self, were handled by Liverpudlian Eddie
Bowser, rushing straight from the bustling
Maidstone branch office of 'Tales From The
Woods' to help load and unload and sweat and
panic. Again, a musically enjoyable evening but
way down on numbers by far, very short on
newcomers.
Look folks, this is what
many of you are missing;
over the past four months
we have been joined by
artists and musicians as
diverse as British born
Texan
Mike
Clayton
playing great Jerry Lee
Lewis style piano. Corliss
Randall from New Orleans.
a raw exciting soul blues
talent soaked in the musical
heritage of the world
famous Crescent City. From
Australia, another lady, the
foot-stomping blues/soul of
Cora James often joined by
her musical partner, the
equally talented keyboard
player John Hill (not to be
confused with John Hills
with an “S”, the houseband
lead guitarist)

guitarist with Eastside Skiffle group and more
recently a loyal member of the Woodie
houseband; young Jaron and Rolen on
keyboards and drums respectively, still in their
teens.
© Tony Annis

Excuse me for griping here folks but how can you
expect young people to support the music we all
hold so dear if we don’t turn out to support them,
encourage them, pass on our ideas? You want
young folks like those to get lost to shoe-gazing
indie, to rap, to hip-hop, so called classic rock,
which no doubt will happen if discouragement sets
in.

© Tony Annis

© Tony Annis

Storming in from the
Memphis of Essex, Witham,
© Tony Annis
comes
Rockin’
Gerry,
tearing up the floorboards
with a bunch of Rock'n'Roll classics, directly from
the afore-mentioned highly successful 2i’s Tribute
gig at the 100 Club. The original 2i’s man himself,
Jay Chance, guitar in hand, walking from his
nearby home in Docklands, the businessman
come actor now firmly settled back in his
Rock'n'Roll shoes with a couple of recent albums
under his belt. The affable Jay sat in with the
houseband as well as treating us to a bit of Carl
Perkins. Very much through both 'Tales From The
Woods' and our very good friends down there in
Southend, Essex. U.K. Rock, we were able to
reunite Jay with his one-time drummer of over
forty five years ago Richard Miles. Richard, as
many of you know, is heavily involved in the
Rock'n'Roll scene in the pretty little Kent villages
of Borough Green and Wrotham, running his own
successful club there for many years.

C’mon Kats, do your bit, come down and support
our jam sessions. The next one will be on the last
Friday in June, the 29th to be precise. We need all
you loyal Woodies to tell your friends about the
great nights we have at the Highway. Meanwhile
we will conduct a publicity blitz through local
papers, Time Out listings, flyers handed out at
gigs and record shops so we can make June 29th
the best yet. You get all that I have just described
for £3 admission (£2 for paid up Woodies)…
where else can you get entertainment of such a
high standard for less than the price of a pint of
beer?
© Tony Annis

What can you say about the wonderful Woodie
houseband that has not been said before? John
Hills on lead guitar, the tireless star on stage and
behind the scenes, musical director of both the
2i’s and Skiffle 50 gigs; Trevor Jones bass
8

Although I could not attend, just days ago, guitar
picker Ed Furst I was told entertained you all
nicely.

© Tony Annis

But it’s no good these loyal musicians often
travelling many miles to be there and play for
virtually nothing if you are not going to support
them, so be there please on June 29th. Keep live
music alive. Oh, before I move on, a little birdie
has just whispered in my ear that Skiffle man Pete
Baxter was at the last jam - thanks for coming
along Pete; see you at Tony’s party.









Come the 8th July 'TFTW' is back at the 100 Club
so make a note in your diaries immediately as you
will not want to miss this. Cancel your holidays,
birthdays, wedding anniversaries, honeymoons…
you name it, it simply has to be put on the back
burner folks! Why? Because the incredible ROY
YOUNG is coming to town! the piano pounding
former “Drumbeat” star, the man once described
as the British Little Richard, is bringing with him
Liverpudlian legend, the sax honking Howie
Casey. As I write I can hear the gasps of breath in
'TFTW' land. If that ain’t enough, the man who
shared the stage with Paul McCartney’s Wings
back in the seventies, who fronted the Liverpool
legend Howie Casey and The Seniors in the days
when Liverpool was the centre of the world, and
coming back still fresh from his 2i’s triumph, Terry
Wayne, backed up by the up and coming Rhythm
Aces. That is literally hot news as Terry’s brother
rang me whilst I was taking a break from writing
this article, cup of tea in hand. Terry has well and
truly put his Rock'n'Roll shoes back on, no
stopping him now folks.

Which brings me nicely on to our recent
discovery, the phenomenal Russian slide blues
guitarist Andrey Coloumbus, brought to the
attention of 'Tales From The Woods' by a roving
A&R man dispatched by our Maidstone office.
Found playing in the highly unpopular amongst
blues fans “Ain’t Nothin’ But” blues bar in
London’s Soho, Andrey was immediately invited to
play at our jam sessions and went down a storm.
He also appeared by arrangement with 'Tales
From The Woods' at a couple of suburban gigs
where he amazed all who saw him. Andrey is
presently at home in Russia to attend to family
and business matters. Whilst he is away we here
at the editorial board wish to set op a U.K. tour for
Andrey, fixing around 20 to 30 gigs, so we need
help from all you blues club operators and
promoters. Headlining at a tiny venue or in
support to an international touring blues act in
much larger premises, it does not matter. Andrey
is just 24 and needs to expose his talents. He can
also adapt to more modern rock-blues sounds if
required and is equally at home with country and
Rock'n'Roll, a true roots music flowering. So don’t
let Andrey be lost, like I said about Jaron and
Rolen, to the world of mainstream. Ideally, it would
be nice to set up dates either July through to
September or September through the autumn
months. I look forward to hearing from all you
blues people out there: contact via the usual
channels Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941,
Mobile:
07941
540574
and
email:
KeithWoods25@hotmail.com
or
TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk.

Veteran of the Southend music scene Steve
Hooker is also amazingly part of this caravan of
stars. You know what, I am beginning to feel like a
21st century Alan Freed, transferring the action
from the Paramount Theater, new York to
London’s 100 Club. Steve was part of the
package along with British blues guitar hero Big
Joe Louis, that appeared back in February at our
good friends U.K. Rock magazine’s mini-festival
near Torremolinos, Spain. Talk about wild and I
don’t just mean on stage either. Look, I’d love to
tell you the stories of debauchery in the sun but I
can’t; after all this is a family magazine and I know
that the wives and mistresses of the participants
read cover to cover so sorry, I can’t.

Last but by no means least I need to mention a
few more names who have attended our Jammin’
At The Highway sessions. Coming from Kew, now
a near veteran of the jams appearing originally at
the King & Queen, Roger Perrin the sax blowing
and keyboard playing schoolteacher. Thank you
Roger. Thanks also to our tireless D.J. veteran
'TFTW' reviewer and now man of the skins at
every jam, a true bundle of talent, I mean of
course Hardrock Bunter. To Tony the drummer,
once with the Moontrekkers, laying down some
solid Rock'n'Roll drumming back in February.

But what I can tell you is that on the 8th July the
foot stomping, butt shaking ladies of rhythm &
blues will be appearing at the 100 Club; from New
Orleans Corliss Randall and from Australia Cora
James and her musical partner keyboard maestro
John Hill, the afore mentioned stars of our jam
sessions will be performing alongside our
wonderful 'Tales From The Woods' houseband
featuring of course John Hills on lead guitar, the
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man who is first in line to receive a 'Tales From
The Woods' long service award.







crystal ball that predicted to the erstwhile editor of
U.K. Rock, John Howard, that the June issue of
his wonderful magazine would have a front page
in glorious full colour. If that’s not enough
Madame Moussaka so gloriously, flatteringly
predicted that the circulation of your wonderful
'Tales From The Woods' would explode in the
aftermath of the sold out 2i’s gig. Will you become
a multi-millionaire, start a new family, get run over
by a bus? The aged auntie in black will certainly
let you know.



John will be with us alongside bass player Trevor
Jones, on loan to us by kind permission of
th
Eastside Skiffle group on the Sunday 10 June
Skiffle cruise from the historical port town of
Gravesend in Kent to that Rock’n’Roll, rhythm &
blues capital of the home counties, Southend-onSea. Yours truly has recently been a guest on
Radio Essex being interviewed at length about
this project. The Skiffle boats (or Rock'n'Roll
boats - there appears to be some debate whether
the cruises were called Skiffle Across The
Channel or Rock Across The Channel) ran to
either Calais or Boulogne between 1957 and
1963. Well, whatever they were called we are
bringing them back. I say “we” because 'TFTW' is
not doing this one alone, 'TFTW' is in
collaboration with Rock Island Line, an infant
company
based
in
Bishops
Stortford,
Hertfordshire, which is determined to become a
force to be reckoned with upon the launch of the
Skiffle cruise.

Hot news off the press - 'Tales From The Woods'
is proud to announce American rhythm & blues
legend Charles Walker along with highly rated,
tight as a duck’s arse British outfit, Mood Indigo
will be appearing at the 100 Club some time in
October - another 'TFTW' extravaganza. Watch
this space.
Got to rush see you on page 43 for The Buzz.

Keith Woods

Colin Taub

On board that day will be Skiffle king Chas
McDevitt, the hit of both Skiffle 50 and the 2i’s
Tribute show; that Rock'n'Roll institution from
Bermondsey. Wee Willie Harris; again veterans
of 'TFTW' shows Hylda Sims, former Viper and
washboard king John Pilgrim, banjo master Pete
Stanley, legend of the folk music scene Simon
Praeger all of whom make up the City Ramblers
Revival. Also on board, a relatively new
acquisition to our shows, following up a triumphant
debut at the 2i’s Tribute gig, Alan Bailey and the
Soho Leg-Ends. John Hills will be performing a
special tribute to the late, great Rick Hardy so
sadly missed by us all.

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Tickets are £25, strictly in advance, via us here at
'TFTW'. We depart at 10.30 and need to be
aboard a little before that as the BBC’s “Inside
Out” team are filming the whole shindig and we
are making a donation towards the Jack Brown
Cancer Charity so it’s towards a good cause as
well as a good day out.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

As I write we are barely two weeks away from
wealthy Tony Papard’s retirement party; the
'TFTW' veteran scribe, since inheriting a large
chunk of the Mediterranean island of Cyprus,
Tony has told his guvnor to “Take his job and
shove it” and will be celebrating this decision with
a mammoth party at The Freemason’s Arms in
Covent Garden with a bill that will make it a night
to remember. Rumour has it that Tony’s long lost
great aunt Madame Moussaka will be flying over
from Cyprus especially for the occasion, crystal
ball in hand and will be doing readings for you
lucky party-goers. Be warned, Madame Moussaka
is rarely wrong; indeed it was the grand lady of the

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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Paul Barrett Has
His Say

with Dion, US Bonds, Bunker Hill, The Rivingtons,
The Dovells, Freddy Cannon, Chris Kenner, etc.
etc. holding high the flag. Rock’n’Roll in the UK
had become soft and poppy with the prancing
Shadows, Adam Faith etc.etc. The Beatles had
good timin' and took over, for a while became,
and then changed the face of popular music world
wide forever. They had giant success but could
have done so much better. A little like new Labour
who became the government when the Tories
became un-electable. They too could and should
have done much better.

Neil Foster's recent article about the Beatles
reminded me of the entire Mersey beat/Beatles
myth. I first heard of the damn band when one of
our Rock'n'Roll gang, the late Rio, 'The Gumshoe'
or Billy Joe Turpit dragged me to Victor Freed's
record shop in Cardiff to hear this "new rhythm
and blues" group, rhythm and blues then being
synonymous with Rock'n'Roll, and I heard 'Love
Me Do' as a brand new release. I was completely
unimpressed; the song and music were okay,
while never being a fan of the mouth harp I found
this harmonica extremely irritating, with vocals and
harmonies I took an instant dislike to. Then further
on down the line somehow I saw 'A Hard Day's
Night' in a cinema. Thought the movie well made
and directed, enjoying the humour and the script
although finding the music to be flat, uninspired
and downright boring.

To continue the comparison, both the Beatles and
new Labour betrayed their roots. I believe John
Lennon realised and regretted this, attempting to
make at least some personal amends. No chance
of regret from Bombers Blair or Brown, or Paul
McCartney - it would require too much selfknowledge!! Finally may I advise my comrade
Tony Papard not to give up the ship? Have faith;
Capitalism is dying - look at the total wipe out in
Eastern Europe, Western Europe, USA, the
Australias, to a lesser degree Scandinavia are
supporting the whole damn rotten system. They
will not be able to do so for ever. Remember that
Lenin in Switzerland had what… five or six guys
with him. Jimmy the Christ had a dozen. Hang
loose Daddy-O, we are legion, we just don't get
the press.

The whole Mersey beat thing depressed me.
While it was a return to a basic guitar dominated
Rock'n'Roll it was of such a low standard that I
referred to it as “youth club rock”, reminding me,
as it did, of very poor groups that appeared
occasionally in local youth clubs during the early
'60s . What a collection of no hope deadbeats the
so-called Merseybeat so-called stars were.
Foolish Freddy, the nauseating Herman, the awful
Gerry, the Moody Crumbs and on and on and on,
part of the myth being about the coolest club The
Cavern. I recall (circa ’64) reading in the Record
Mirror about “Liverpool the rockin' city and the
cool Cavern club etc”, so I got some of the gang
together and we set out on the long haul from the
deep South of Wales to the 'Pool'!!! Arriving there
after various adventures we finally found the
Cavern.

Consider, every September I go to the huge Paris
held I'humanite fete (festival). It attracts 3 million
Reds each year. Not Commie figures, this is from
the general French radio. Of course there must be
quite a few Pinks there too but it's still a, lot of
Reds. No coverage in the UK of course. If they
covered it, the USA they would have to bomb
France the next day. Consider too, if three million
estate agents(for instance) got together in such
numbers, it would be at least mentioned. As it is,
not a peep. And to stand on the Sunday the event
ends, tens of thousands strong, all ages,
nationalities, colours and join in singing 'The
Internationale' in a huge mixture of languages,
you know Communism is, as Rock’n’Roll was
once described in Billboard magazine, "a very
lively corpse". Phew!! We got from the Beatles to
the Reds. So, enough already… maintain.

Upon attempting to enter we were told we could
not come in. Asking why not, I was informed in an
extremely positive manner, that jeans were not
allowed. I tried to explain that we had travelled a
long way just to visit the club. I was told we could
all piss off back to Wales. This was the Cavern,
the home of a revolution in Rock'n'Roll, this was
cool, this was the rockin' city, this was Liverpool,
this was the Mersey beat… yep, it sure was!! We
caught a double bill of horror movies in a local
fleapit instead. Forget the other flick but the main
movie was 'The Wasp Women'. Dug this more
than I ever dug any mop flop band.

Paul Barrett

Friday 26 October
The Athletic Rock'n'Roll Club
Rockingham Road Kettering Northants
NN16 9AE
First date of his new tour

The Beatles happened at the right time for them.
While in the States the Blacks held the puke
making Bobbies at bay, the old guard even being
represented by Hank Ballard with his hat trick of
solid sender top ten hits; 'Let’s Go, Let’s Go, Let’s
Go', 'Finger Poppin’ Time', 'Let's Go Again'
("where we went last night, let’s rock again etc"),

Charlie Gracie & the
strollers
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CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS OF
THE FAT KIND

The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett

(or why do too many of the
wrong guys become
huge?)

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

During an early to mid ‘90s tour with Jack Scott,
when Jack was staying at the King's Hotel
Newport, after a mid afternoon rehearsal with the
Red Hot Pokers, a commotion and great
disturbance
took
place.
Something was
happening and we (Jack and I) went to
investigate.

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.

Linda Gail Lewis available for
some dates June to November and

Charlie Gracie, a few dates in
September/October.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Gene
Summers, Johnny Preston, Billy Lee
Riley, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac
Curtis, George Hamilton (rockabillin!)
IV,

The entrance to the main ballroom being barred to
us, I asked why, and was told that Van Morrison
was in rehearsal with his musicians. I explained
who Jack was and that we needed access. I was
then told that we were banned because I had a
camera around my neck (this had been used
earlier to take shots of Jack and the Pokers). I
was further told that no unauthorised photographs
of Morrison were allowed to be taken. I hastily
explained that, as Morrison was certainly not Jerry
Lee Lewis, there was no risk of me taking any
snaps of him. In fact I would rather smash the
camera to pieces than do so. Having made this
heartfelt statement, a figure I had last seen the
like of swinging on the bells in the Hunchback of
Notre Dame appeared. This bloated goblin with a
scowling countenance brushed past us leaving the
room. Jack and I entered, ignoring Morrison’s
gang looking like the floor sweepings after the
Woodstock festival, and went about our business.

As well as the Chas Hodges
Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers, and Big Bad Shakin'

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com

That evening Jack and I were having dinner in the
hotel restaurant when Jack spotted Morrison
lurking around the dining-room entrance, saying to
me, "That fat guy’s back again". When the owner,
a long time Rock’n’Roll enthusiast known as Mr
Mac came over to Jack and asked him if he would
speak with Morrison, Jack said, "Fine, have him
come over". Mac spoke to Morrison, came back to
Jack and yo-yoed back and forth for a while. It
boiled down to Morrison, this prince among
performers, expecting Jack to leave his meal and
go over to him purely for the pleasure of Jack
being in the presence. Jack, with his natural
pragmatism and cool just said, “If he wants to see
me, here I am,” and finished his meal.

Bruno Hofer Platz 1
80937 München
Germany
Tel: 089/311 39 18
Fax: 089/311 29 31
rockithydra@t-online.de
www.rockithydra.de

Before we had finished the coffee Morrison had
slunk away. Then Jack turned and asked "Paul,
just who the Hell is that fat guy?"

email for a catalogue of CDs, DVDs
and LPs

Man I dig Jack Scott the most!!
Paul Barrett
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BOOK REVIEW

and my girl-friend (the afore-mentioned female)
used to say it to me when I tried my hand in the
flat!

by Neil Foster
Someday I’ll Find Me – Her frank and
captivating autobiography
by Carla Lane
Robson Books 2006
£16.99 ISBN 1 86105 9736

I later left the writer’s club but was most surprised
in 1970 to read in the “Liverpool Echo” that Carla
Lane (and fellow-writer, Myra Taylor) had had a
TV script accepted by BBC TV – this was the dire
“The Liver Birds”, which for unfathomable reasons
became very popular, despite being a complete
misrepresentation of Liverpool life and humour,
something she would continue to do for decades
to come.

Why am I reviewing a book by a sitcom writer in
TFTW? For four reasons:
o

I knew the silly cow before she was
famous!
o Her sentimentality about animals is totally
misguided,
o I have always thought she is the biggest
no-talent ever to come out of Merseyside!
o I have repeatedly said this in letters to the
Press over the years and will continue to
do so!
As soon as I borrowed this book from the library I
searched through it for an account of her time at
the Liverpool Writers Club in Slater Street in 1964,
which is where I met her.

Her greatest success, of course, was “Bread”, in
1986-91 which achieved massive ratings (I think it
was as high as 19 million viewers) but as I always
say, if you are impressed by high numbers, then
the numbers of people who didn’t watch it (over 30
million) were even more impressive – and
anyway, why was the BBC concerned with viewing
figures, rather than script quality?
The
Corporation does not have to pander to
advertisers.
She wasn’t an animal rights fanatic then but she
was sentimental and this book is littered with
ludicrous examples of her total inability to
distinguish between genuine sentiment and sickly
sentimentality.
Take page 18 where she tells the story of how her
cleaning lady accidentally hoovered up a wasp,
which Carla rescued, dusted down and put in a
dark corner to recover. Christ, if she lived in the
Sudan, she would be keeping locusts as pets!
Between pages 135-7, she tells the sad story of
how a heron killed two of the fish in her outer pond
and injured another, which she called “Tear”.
Then it developed fin rot, so Carla says, “I had
him put painlessly to sleep by my veterinary
nurse.”

Only a few paragraphs! So let me fill in the gaps
for you. She turned up driving a Ford Zodiac MK ll
(good taste in cars, then, if nothing else!). She
was dressed very fashionably and glamorously
and as she was much younger than most of the
middle-aged, lumpy, frumpish women there, she
stood out.

God, I can’t take any more of this crap! Please
ask my veterinary nurse to put me to sleep, too,
so I don’t have to endure any more of Lane’s TV
scripts, her sickly sentimentality, her unfunny socalled ‘Scouse’ humour and her woeful
misunderstanding of the facts of Nature.

However, she was excruciatingly pretentious and
affected a fake posh accent, which she
sometimes forgot to keep up! It was apparent to
me and two friends I made there (one female, one
male) that she had ambitions to be a social
climber. Also, she had no sense of humour
whatsoever! (Especially about herself…)

The fact that she is one of Paul McCartney’s best
pals and was also a pal of Linda McCartney does
not impress me. The best answer to these
vegetarian/animal rights fanatics is the story of the
British couple touring the States.

At the time, she was writing a novel about
Romany Gypsies and she read out a chapter
describing a couple making love in a caravan
when a little child wanders in and catches them in
the act. The woman says to the child, “Get you
gone, you brazen child!”

They stop at a restaurant in
woman says to the waitress,
what would you suggest?” To
replies, “I’d suggest you get
honey!”

I don’t know whether this is/was authentic
Romany dialect but it tickled me and my friends

Wyoming and the
“I’m a vegetarian,
which the waitress
out of Wyoming,

THE END
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JAZZ JUNCTION

From the night’s first number, Hope No. 2, to the
last, Archie Shepp entertained one and all,
whether on tenor or soprano sax, or even when he
sang, as on Ain’t Misbehavin. Sadly his song
about the death of a cousin who was gunned
down on the streets of Philadelphia when aged 15
is just as relevant today.
Fortunately his
celebration of the New Year with Ujamma was just
the right counterbalance.

Zoë Rahman Trio at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall Foyer – 5 January 2007
In her introduction a smiling Zoë Rahman couldn’t
wait to inform all present that, apropos the large
number in the Foyer (actually about the usual for
these commuter jazz occasions), her mother had
asked her who was appearing at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall this evening.
‘Thanks Mum!’ she said looking directly
at the embarrassed parent.

Maybe Archie Shepp no longer has the explosive
aggression of earlier years but he still showed he
could let loose when the mood required.
Plaudits should also be granted to a superior
rhythm section for its sterling contributions,
both individually and collectively.

This was Zoë’s first gig since Christmas
and coupled with the relaxed feel to proceedings
was the joy at making music again.
Trio
interaction was a feature with regular looks
between Zoë and the intelligently hatted Gene
Calderazzo on drums as they conducted a
musical debate. Lest there be the likelihood of
this getting out of hand, the steady bass of Oli
Hayhurst was on hand to ensure emotional
equilibrium was maintained.

Gigs in brief
In February a first time visit was made to The Inn
On The Green to see the Henry Lowther / Jim
Mullen Quartet (trumpet and guitar respectively)
with special guest Stan Sulzmann (saxophone).
This upstairs venue is situated underneath the
arches in Ladbroke Grove and in between
numbers the eerie swish of the tyres of the
vehicles passing on the overhead A40 could be
heard. The music on the other hand was of a very
high standard, which was unsurprising given the
experience of the band members. Generous solo
space was granted to the main protagonists and
was utilised with intelligence and skill.

Perhaps as a result of studying under Joanne
Brackeen, Zoë Rahman is an individualistic pianist
with a percussive style. However her softer side
was seen on two Bengali tunes where she was
joined by her brother Idris Rahman, who
entranced with some silken clarinet which never
strayed outside the jazz ethos.

At the end of February McCoy Tyner made a
welcome return to the Barbican with a trio and
septet performance. It was naturally assumed by
most that the two sets would reflect these two
formations. However the trio performance with
Gerald Cannon (bass) and Eric Gravatt (drums)
lasted a mere twenty minutes before an interval
was called (which some believed was due to the
indifferent sound balance). However when the
concert resumed, there was another twenty-five
minutes of trio time before the larger
conglomeration was formed with the addition of
Eric Alexander (tenor sax), Steve Turre
(trombone), Jason Yarde (alto sax) and Byron
Wallen (trumpet).

Ethnologists might describe Zoë Rahman as any
combination of Anglo or British -Bangladeshi or Bengali but that was a complete irrelevance to the
jazz fans assembled or to their enjoyment of the
sparklingly good music set before them.

Archie Shepp at The Jazz Café – 17
January 2007
Saxophonist Archie Shepp, one of a diminishing
group of remaining stars of the ‘60s, when he
embraced ‘free’ jazz, made a welcome return to
the Jazz Café at the start of the year. He was
accompanied by two longstanding compatriots,
Wayne Dockery (bass) and Steve McCraven
(drums), with the addition of Tom McClung on
piano.

Whatever the sound problems, McCoy Tyner was
in fine form right from the off as he appeared
determined to beat the piano into submission with
crashing chords and tumultuous crescendos. For
their part, the horn participants all made
significant contributions to a project celebrating
the history of Impulse Records, as they met the
hard bop challenge head on.

Growing up in Philadelphia, Archie Shepp played
alto sax in dance bands before taking up the tenor
under the influence of John Coltrane, with whom
he also recorded. In the ‘60s he performed in
avant-garde groups with the likes of Cecil Taylor
and Don Cherry. His political awareness through
the influence of ‘Black’ consciousness saw a
series of highly charged albums where funk and
blues was mixed with ‘free’ jazz. His varied
talents saw him maintain a presence in education
and also become a playwright.

Making a rescheduled appearance at the Jazz
Café in March was probably the best known
member of the Laws family, Ronnie Laws, and
he was supported by a British trio led by Ciyo
Brown whose guitar playing has made him in
demand in a variety of styles. Ronnie Laws has
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been one of the most popular saxophonists
inhabiting the r’n’b end of the fusion field and he
became very much a favourite with dancers in the
seventies when he added singing to his
recordings and performances. Highlighting an
enjoyable evening were his two best known
numbers Always There and Every Generation.

On his return Gordon featured a couple of British
songs – Move It and Bad Boy – amongst his
rousing repertoire. We were also treated to The
Fool, The Wanderer, Walk On By, the fabulous
Gene Vincent classic Cat Man, Don’t Be Cruel
and Sea Of Heartbreak. Bertha Lou was followed
by an excellent Red Cadillac And A Black
Moustache, Cash’s There You Go and Vincent’s I
Sure Miss You. To round it all off in grand style
guitar giant Chris Spedding appeared for an
encore of Rockabilly Boogie to leave the audience
very satisfied indeed after RG’s powerful
melodious performance.

Dave Carroll









SHAKY LEE’S SOAPBOX

HEMSBY
This time last year I was bemoaning the lack of
Teddy Boys at Hemsby, but I am glad to be able
to report that there does seem to have been a
slight upsurge in Teds looking smartly dressed in
all their finery. At the recent Rock’n’Roll
weekender I met a flamboyant character wearing
the longest jacket I have ever seen – it was
almost down to his ankles. Answering to the name
of Chalky The Yorkie, he went to great pains to
explain that he is not a Teddy Boy but an
Edwardian. Still I found him to be an interesting
individual, and it’s all Rock’n’Roll to me.

JAM SESSION
Well, all those present had an enjoyable evening
at the Caxton on the Highway on Friday 27th April
with our resident Woody houseband of Jaron and
Rolen on keyboard and drums plus Trevor Jones
(bass) and John Hills on guitar holding it all
together. Guest performances came courtesy of
singers Pete Baxter and Rockin’ Gerry Champion,
drummers Brian ‘Bunter’ Clark and John Dillon,
Ed
Furst
(guitar/vocals),
John
Hill
(keyboard/vocals)
and
Roger
Perrin
(saxophone/keyboard). These excellent musicians
deserved a better turn-out to see them deliver
some groovy sounds than the dozen of us who
were watching and listening intently, and I
personally wish to thank them for entertaining us
in such a fine fashion. I think the next jam session
is scheduled for the last Friday in June - but check
the website for confirmation – and make an effort
to join us for what will no doubt be another rocking
good time.

THE SPITZ
News has filtered through that Ballymore
Properties, the landlord of this homely venue have
given The Spitz six months notice to quit the site.
This is serious and means the place is due to
close by the end of September unless something
is done about it. A Save The Spitz campaign has
been mounted and I urge you all to sign the online
petition at www.spitz.co.uk

ROBERT GORDON

JAMES HUNTER

The following night it was down to the 100 Club for
the strong baritone voice of one of my favourite
singers, Robert Gordon. Now I have seen RG on
several occasions and sometimes he can be a
little frustrating by not consistently performing to
the best of his ability, but this show was
sensational. I turned up just as the support – The
Steve Hooker Band – was leaving the stage.
However, our very own John ‘Mr Angry’ Howard
was behind the decks blasting out some real cool
sounds to keep the anticipatory crowd happy.

I spoke to the former Howlin’ Wilf on his return
from his latest assault on the US. A twenty-date
tour had gone very well and James had enjoyed it
more than usual as he had managed to take his
own regular long-term English musicians with him
this time. Highlights included opening for Buddy
Guy.
Following British dates with Bryan Adams in early
May he is set to return to the States in mid-June
for a five week tour which will include a gig with
Robert Cray. James and the band will then make
two UK festival appearances: Saturday 28th July
at Maryport with Van Morrison and Sharrie
Williams and the following day at the BBC Radio 2
Folk Festival.

The familiar strains of The Way I Walk signalled
the start of Gordon’s act and it was quickly
apparent that he was in both good humour and
good voice. The next few numbers included his
takes on A Picture Of You and (You Got A) Heart
Like A Rock followed by a superb Terry Staffordlike Suspicion. A tough bass intro to Springsteen’s
Fire featured some good ringing guitar a la Link
Wray. RG was obviously happy with his band –
Red Hot from Finland – and left the stage for a
short break during which they kept the momentum
going with a rattling Rawhide and a couple of
rockin’ songs.

THEATRE REVIEW
THE HARDER THEY COME
Theatre Royal Stratford East
February 2007
On entering the auditorium ahead of showtime at
this cosy picturesque theatre I was rather
nonplussed to be welcomed by a bible-carrying
preacher who then turned to admonish a
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wandering Rastafarian toting a joint as another
character hailed him from the balcony. It was only
when I turned towards the stage to see more of
their ilk sitting around playing cards that it dawned
on me that all these people were, in fact, the
actors setting the mood for their performance.

and a successful businessman he has returned to
his Rock’n’Roll roots in more recent years and this
is his second CD to date (the first one – 50’s 60’s
Man – was reviewed in TFTW issue No. 45).

The show opens in a Ni-Night setting – a
Jamaican ritual held on the ninth night after a
person’s death – where Miss Daisy (Joy Mack)
leads a celebration for her deceased son Ivan.

So what we have here are ten brand new
recordings made for Raucous Records with
rockabilly outfit The Crawdads in the guise of The
New Chancellors. The remaining tracks are
1959/60 previously unissued demo recordings –
five with the original Chancellors and two of Jay in
solo mode.

The action then reverts to country boy Ivan’s
teenage years in the seventies where all he wants
to do is pursue his ambition of carving out a
career singing his reggae songs, only to be
thwarted at seemingly every turn by the city
movers and shakers who exercise a dubious
stranglehold over every aspect of Kingston’s
music business.

The sound quality on the earliest recordings is, as
expected, not tip-top but does show a fascinating
kind of raw enthusiasm couple with some evident
ability. I like Jay’s version of It’s Only Make
Believe which is taken at a slightly quicker pace
than usual.
The two songs Jay had a hand in writing – End Of
A Teenage Affair and Billy Mars – are good
numbers, particularly the latter with its haunting
tune and catchy lyric. Indeed Billy Mars is so
good that Jay decided to do it again, amongst the
new recordings. Of these the two that were not
familiar to me – Unhappy Girls and Anyway The
Wind Blows were recorded by Carl Perkins in
1961 and issued on a Columbia single. We also
get Set My Mind At Ease, written by Elvis’ cohort
Red West, which the Killer cut for Sun in 1962 but
didn’t see the light of day until twelve years later
and the title track which I first heard by Cecil
Campbell on the old MGM Rockabillies LP. Jay
and The New Chancellors do them credit too with
some lovely steel guitar picking from Chris
Cummings. Set My Mind At Ease is performed in
a style more akin to Buddy Holly than Jerry Lee.

Rolan Bell plays Ivan with a swagger and a certain
charm so that he becomes a hero of the people
whilst embarking on an alternative occupation of a
ganga dealer in order to finance his dream of
becoming a record star. Unfortunately his crusade
against corruption and dabbling in drugs leads to
him carrying a gun out of bravado, which perhaps
inevitably ends in the killing of a bent copper prior
to him losing his own life.
This is just a brief resume of my interpretation of
the plot and it might sound rather stark, but it does
contain its moments of humour along the way.
This show certainly offers some very good acting
from the excellent all-black cast. The live band is
superb and there are some fine vocal
performances from Nataylia Roni, Susan LawsonReynolds, Joanna Francis and Marlon King in
particular.

Jay has an easy-going style which reflects his
personable personality. His rendition of the other
oft-neglected minor classics may not be wild but
they are honest to goodness performances and
well worth a listen.
Way-Out Wilkinson

The music, cleverly interspersed throughout,
combines reggae, soul and gospel with hit
numbers written by the likes of Jimmy Cliff and
Desmond Dekker along with some traditional
sacred songs and Jamaican lullabies.



I would have thought that a musical as good as
this would be sure to re-surface so keep a lookout
for it at a theatre near you.







Influential and
Memorable Books

CD REVIEW
Jay Chance & The Chancellors
Rock‘n’Roll Fever (RAUCD202)

Four books which greatly influenced my life:
1. 'Das Kapital' ('Capital') by Karl Marx.

Glad All Over/Rock‘n’Roll Fever/Woman Love/Set
My Mind At Ease/Billy Mars/Put Me
Down/Unhappy Girls/Anyway The Wind
Blows/Midnight Shift/So Glad You’re Mine/End Of
A Teenage Affair/Billy Mars/When You Ask About
Love/Tallahassee Lassie/Sweet Little Sixteen/It’s
Only Make Believe/Move It
Jay Chance is a British singer/guitarist who
performed at London’s famous 2i’s coffee bar in
the late fifties. Subsequently becoming an actor

I read this when very young, in my teens or
twenties. It has had a huge influence on my
political views ever since. It explains that all
private profit, shareholders' dividends and interest
on capital is wealth created by the surplus value of
labour, and is therefore stolen from the workers'
wage packets. This creed was reflected in Clause
IV of the Labour Party's Constitution, once printed
on all membership cards, but abolished by the
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Tory infiltrators Tony Blair and his colleagues. The
Clause promised common ownership and control
of the means of production, distribution and
exchange (i.e. the complete abolition of largescale private enterprise) so the workers could
reap the full fruits of their labour.

by the US military authorities as early as 1947.
Major
Keyhoe
describes
two
full-scale
investigations of the evidence by Air Force
scientists which came to the conclusions that 'the
UFOs are spacecraft from a more advanced
world, engaged in an extensive survey of our
world' and 'the UFOs are spacecraft from another
world, observing the Earth for an unknown
motive'. Keyhoe describes how a Top Secret
Estimate of the Situation was delivered to Air
Force HQ on August 5th, 1948, and how Chief of
Staff, Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg, feared this
'spacecraft' conclusion about UFOs would panic
the general public. Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt told
Keyhoe: 'How could we convince the public the
aliens weren't hostile when we didn't know it
ourselves?' So Gen. Vandenberg ordered the
secret evidence destroyed. But one copy was kept
on file, and was seen and confirmed by Major
Dewey Fournet and Major Donald E. Keyhoe. A
signed statement by Major Fournet and Lt Col.
George Freeman also confirms the existence of
this Top Secret evaluation, the alien spacecraft
conclusion, and Gen. Vandenberg's reaction.
Keyhoe has since died, but during his lifetime not
one USAF or US government official sued Major
Keyhoe over his detailed claims, complete with
dates and names of USAF personnel. They didn't
want this USAF UFO evidence dragged thru the
courts. This 'higher than Top Secret' UFO
evidence continues to mount up and be withheld
from the public. Even U.S. Presidents have been
denied access to these ultra-Top Secret files,
including President Jimmy Carter who tried,
unsuccessfully, to pursue the subject. The crucial
evidence is guarded by the world's military and
secret intelligence agencies, who know they are
defenceless against UFOs. 'Star Wars' may be a
futile attempt at a defence system, but is useless
against highly advanced UFOs which have even
been known to knock out missiles in their silos. It
may be thanks to alien civilizations keeping a
close eye on us that we haven't managed to blow
our world up already.

2. 'Psychic Discoveries Behind The Iron
Curtain' by Sheila Ostrander and Lynn
Schroeder.
As an avowed atheist, this book first opened up
my eyes to the very real possibility of 'life after
death'. The book describes discoveries by Soviet
and other Eastern European scientists in the
Socialist era which, among other things, proved
the existence of the bioplasma (astral) body in all
living things. Experiments detailed in this book
also described how Soviet scientists discovered
this bioplasma/astral body could survive damage
to the physical body, and that it appeared to be
the prime organism; a sort of 'blueprint' for the
physical body. Although not explicitly stated in the
book or by Soviet atheist scientists, this discovery
suggests the real self or conscious entity is
located in this bioplasma/astral body and can
survive destruction of the physical body.
3. 'In Search Of The Dead' by Jeffrey Iverson,
'a scientific investigation of evidence of life
after death'.
Mr Iverson also had a BBC TV series with the
same title, describing the same evidence. The
most remarkable is the case of the woman in a
Seattle hospital. She had never visited the city
before, and was wired up to machines so unable
to move from her bed after a heart attack, 'died'
on the operating table, and was resuscitated.
Whilst clinically 'dead' she claimed to have floated
out of her body and described many details of the
layout of the operating theatre building, floated
thru the ceiling of this outbuilding and spotted on a
ledge of the upper stories of the building a scruffy
blue tennis shoe, which was later found and
recovered by a social worker. This is the nearest
thing to 'proof' that we can survive death that I
know of. Of course, it is just possible, as a sceptic
pointed out to me, that someone who had visited
an upper floor of the hospital chatted to the
seriously ill heart-attack victim about a blue tennis
shoe they'd spotted on a ledge. It is just the sort of
thing you WOULD chat about to a dying woman,
isn't it? And when you'd just been brought back
from the brink of death, you WOULD lie about
having an out-of-the-body experience, wouldn't
you?

Children's books I loved as a kid:
1. All Enid Blyton's 'Five's books about the
adventures of Julian, Dick, George (Georgina),
Anne and Timmy the dog.
Whilst their scientist Uncle Quentin was locked
away in his study making atomic bombs and
goodness knows what other infernal devices, the
three siblings and their Tomboy (lesbian?) cousin
George were busy tackling dangerous criminals,
finding secret tunnels, exploring Kirrin Island
(which they owned I believe) and every five
minutes having picnics which consisted of huge
amounts of sandwiches made by Anne, pies and
lashings of lemonade to wash it all down. I was
introduced to these books at a private girls' school
I attended in 1951 to catch up on missed
schooling because of hospitalisation. Cats used to

4. 'Aliens From Space' by USAF Major Donald
E. Keyhoe.
This gives overwhelming evidence, from USAF
secret files, of the existence of UFOs. Moreover, it
confirms that they were recognized as alien craft
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wander round the classrooms, jumping on desks.
Punishments, administered by two Victorian
spinsters, consisted of crawling up the stairs on
your hands and knees or going down to the cellar
to collect the coals! Playtime consisted of walking
around the garden in a line doing genteel lady-like
exercises. (This background no doubt explains a
lot about my future development!) I never realized
at the time that my beloved 'Five' I read about so
avidly were middle-class snobs!

Dingle-dangle from on high,
Ladders reach up to the sky,
Upsy one stop; upsy two;
Upsy daisy, good for you.
Keep on climbing, climbing high,
Keep on smiling, never sigh.
Keep your spirit, keep your pep,
For if by chance you miss your step,
Into loving arms you'll fall,
At the foot of the upsy wall.

2. 'The Wonderful Isle of Ulla-Gapoo' by F.
Dubrez Fawcett.
Given to me by my Uncle Len, this marvellous
one-off book with great illustrations of 'Upsy
Houses', Mrs Crumpetty sailing thru the air after
being thrown by her horse and Mr and Mrs Gapoo
shovelling raw dough into their mouths, made a
lasting impression on me. So much so I still have
the book at home.

I'm sure these songs have deep hidden meanings
which, if discovered early enough, can help us all
live useful and productive lives. Two of the
wonderful illustrations from this book, in full colour
by the way, (and here in beautiful 'TFTW' grey
scale – H) are reproduced here.

The story was all about a fantasy world on the
island in the Serpentine in Hyde Park, accidentally
discovered when boating on the lake by Molly
Puggle and her boyfriend Bernie. What I
remembered all my life was the wonderful songs
contained in the book, two of which I reproduce
here:

The Bible and other ancient religious texts:
I suppose I should mention what some people
consider to be a very important book, or rather
collection of books, by many different authors.
This is a comment I overheard on a CND march
years ago. Two of our local supporters in Welwyn
Garden City had been converted by Jehovah's
Witnesses, and came on a demo to tell us how
wrong we were to get actively involved in politics
of any kind. These working-class former
supporters were hopelessly trying to convert
middle-class atheists and agnostics, and said
eagerly: 'They give you The Bible to read'. This
drew the immediate response from an atheist
middle-class woman magistrate/supporter: 'Huh!
Might as well give you H. G. Wells.' I tend to
agree. Whilst selected excerpts on how to live
good lives may be suitable for public
consumption, for the most part there is only one
suitable place for all confusing, contradictory and
dangerous ancient religious books - locked away
in museums!
TONY PAPARD

When all the world is blue and gray,
And all your thoughts are green,
Spots before your eyes are floating,
Thickest fur your tongue is coating,
Little germs inside are gloating,
And everything seems mean.
Just get the biggest bag you can,
Take it to your baker's man,
Fill with bread and pack it tight,
Keep on filling day and night.
Next day take the bag once more,
Queue up at your grocer's door;
Fill it up with slabs of cheese,
Keep on saying: 'More cheese please.'
Never mind roast duck and peas-o,
Pin your faith to bread and cheeso.'
And a song about one of the 'upsy houses' on the
island:
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Ron & Ellette Collins 25th
Wedding Anniversary bash
Sunday 4.2.07

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Ron and Ellette are newly signed up ‘Woodies”
from since when their sons, provided keyboard
and drums at a couple of King & Queen events as
well as at the 100 Club ‘50s Soho Scene tribute.
As a kind and generous gesture, Ron, using the
usual TFTW resources, invited all to the 'party',
but kept the reason (wedding anniversary) a well
kept secret. It was held in the Holy Trinity Church,
Church Lane, East Finchley, N. London. Along
with Ron and Ellette’s relations and friends, I with
Alan Lloyd took 2nd pew position. The band with a
“real piano” in situ, positioned themselves close to
where I guess the vicar preaches his sermon, and
Ron set up his camcorder to capture the jiving
down the aisle! Ron’s note to me below, I think is
sufficient to show how delighted he was with the
afternoon. So with just a little tweaking:

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Hi Ken, It was a secret, except for those at our
wedding.
Many thanks for coming, please tell John Hills,
Brian Clark and Pete Baxter how pleased we were
with their nonstop performance (4 hours). It was a
fantastic day for us, and everyone. The dancers
were forced out of the cupboard, and gave some
floorshow. The vicar is Father Lawrence Hill, and
the church is about 160 years old.
Musicians included: Jaron on piano, keyboards
and drums, Raffi on drums, John Dillon on drum
group and on drums with the band, he is an old
time drummer who taught Jaron, Rolen and Raffi
drums, plus they all play in Johns “Haringey Drum
Heads”, a fantastic drum ensemble guaranteed to
bring the house down (very loud).

To keep an eye on events in the world of
Skiffle, check out www.skiffle50.co.uk

'Tales From The Web'

Then there was Roger Perrin on sax and
keyboards. Roger is a brilliant music teacher, for
piano, keyboards, sax, clarinet, and other
instruments, he also writes music. Of the
remainder of the band, it was the John Hills trio
featuring John (vcl, lead gtr), Brian (dms) and
Pete (vcl and r/gtr) who really set the pace, they
are a class act, who probably don’t realise how
much they put into their performances. They are
always too busy enjoying themselves, but we
thank them all for making our anniversary such a
wonderful day. Thank you everyone.
PS: The dancing vicar wants to do it again, once a
month, any takers? Sunday's 12-5 or possibly
evenings. It could be a good get together venue,
and rehearsal. The church hall and the large open
1st floor, hold about 200 people. Contact TFTW.
Thanks again, Ron & Ellette.
Ron/Ken Major

As I type this, Alan Lloyd is updating and
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
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BOOK REVIEWS

lack of sponsors) these people were “afraid of the
dark”.

by Neil Foster

The only saving grace was that Domino was one
of the few stars who always sang not lip-synched
his hits on Dick Clark’s show.

Blue Monday – Fats Domino And The
Lost Dawn Of Rock’n’roll
By Rick Coleman Published by Da Capo
Press 2006
364 pages, illustrated, including
bibliography, copious notes and an index.
10-ISBN 0-306-81491-9/13-ISBN 978-0306-81491-4

It seems unbelievable now that black performers
could fill up with gas at a filling station but not use
the restroom. It was often so difficult to find
accommodation that Domino and his band ended
up sleeping and eating in their cars (Fats travelled
with his own hot-plate and food supplies, cooking
red beans and rice and pigsfeet for him and the
musicians, partly because he loved cooking but
often also because of sheer necessity.)
He also had a special trunk made to carry every
kind of alcohol in case they hit a dry spot.
Rick Coleman’s thesis is that Domino was even
more subversive in his own quiet way than Elvis
and his immense popularity (his music was loved
not just by blacks and whites but by Mexicans and
full-blooded Indians as well) made a mockery of
the rope that was stretched across the room to
divide the races. His fantastic rhythms and the
irresistible beat laid down by the cream of New
Orleans sidemen who accompanied him roused
mixed audiences to frenzy and his shows often
developed into riots.
We in the UK of course knew nothing of this –
indeed, when I bought “I’m In Love Again” and
“Blueberry Hill” in the mid-‘50s I have related how
amazed I was to discover he was black: the only
black performer I knew before Fats was Paul
Robeson. He was the first black superstar of R&B
and had been a major hit-maker since 1949, with
16 records at #1 or #2 in the R & B charts, 9 Top
Ten hits and more than 50 chart hits that, as the
author says, no other rocker, including Elvis,
approached.

This is the first biography of Fats Domino and if
you wonder, like me, why it has taken so long, the
answer is partly the shyness and modesty of Fats
himself (a very private man) and partly the
shameful reluctance of many of those involved in
the popular music business to fully acknowledge
the major part that black artists played in it.
This is the “lost dawn” that Rick Coleman speaks
of, when media spokesmen talked as if Elvis had
created Rock'n'Roll (even though he himself
always insisted that he was merely copying what
blacks had done years before) or the artificial
dating of Rock’n’Roll from some mythical “first
Rock’n’Roll record” (usually Haley’s “Rock Around
The Clock”).

Rick Coleman also points out that it was Irvin
Feld, not Alan Freed, who did most to promote
black music with his “Biggest Show of Stars”
concerts. Whites had heard Rock’n’Roll but not
seen the artists until these shows (the earliest of
which were all-black).

Elsewhere in the book Rick Coleman points out
that most nostalgic re-creations of the 1950s (like
“Grease” and “Happy Days”) are in fact, sanitised
white-bread versions of a period fraught with racial
tensions, segregation, civil rights unrest and the
constant denigration of black performers.

Domino made an amazing number of friends and
was on first-name terms with, among others,
Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Muhammad Ali, Nat
King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald and Liberace.
I think this book will make him many more as it
gives such fascinating details about his elusive
and attractive personality; his incredible stamina
and work-load, the exhausting road tours, his
extravagant gambling, his inexhaustible love of
entertaining and his touches of sly humour. I like
him even more after reading this book!

Nor was Fats Domino immune from this
treatment. Apparently, Ed Sullivan carefully hid
Domino’s band behind a curtain when he
appeared on the show to reduce the number of
visible black men. In the expressive phrase of Nat
King Cole (the first black performer to have his
own show, which eventually folded because of
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the 1950’s did not write a song later covered by
the Rolling Stones on their 1964 debut album? a.
Willie Dixon, b. Slim Harpo, c. Elmore James, d.
Jimmy Reed”.

Everything Elvis – Fantastic Facts
About The King
by Helen Clutton
Published by Virgin Books(2004) ISBN
0-7535-0960-1 216 pages
£5.99 (But my copy cost only £1 from
“The Works”, discount booksellers.)
A little book full of fascinating (and fantastic!) facts
about Elvis, as the title claims. Open it at any
page and you will be hooked and carry on
browsing. There is one section giving actual
quotes from Elvis himself but not the two I like
best:
“1. When the black man steps on a stage, the
white man steps off.”
2. Most black artists have more talent in their little
finger than whites have in their whole body.”

Another of the cards asks a question about skiffle
artists and then tells us that John Lennon was
leading a skiffle band called the Quarry Men when
he met 15-year-old Paul McCartney at a Liverpool
church picnic. Lennon at a picnic? Ha! Ha! He’d
be as welcome as a wasp! It seems that the
English “church fete” is unfamiliar to the
(American) author.

Gene Vincent -There’s One In Every
Town
by Mick Farren
Published by The Do-Not Press (2004)
155 pages. ISBN 1-904316-37-9 £9.99
(But I got it at “The Works” for £2.99)

Still, a novelty worth adding to your Rock’n’Roll
collection.

The Golden Age Of Rock
Instrumentals
By Steve Otfinoski
Published by Billboard Books, New York.
1997
213 pages Index ISBN 0-8230-7369-3

This little book has no illustrations but is an
interesting appreciation by a true fan. It manages
to pack a lot of info into its 155 pages (plus
Recording Sessions/Discography) and is a very
well-written and perceptive account of Vincent’s
career with all its highs and lows and why he
should not be forgotten.

1950s Rock’n’roll Knowledge Cards
A Quiz Deck by Don Root
ISBN 0-7649-3290-X
£5.95 (I found mine in “The Works”
bookshop)

A comprehensive survey of all the many kinds of
instrumental records popular from 1956 onwards.
On page 32 , the author answers a question I had
been asking since the late 50s. “Who were Boots
Brown and his Blockbusters, who made the great
“Cerveza”? According to the author, he was West

A set of 48 Q & A cards on 1950’s Rock’n’Roll.
You might not agree that this one is in this
category. “Which of the following blues stars of
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Coast jazz trumpeter, Milton “Shorty” Rogers, who
was moonlighting. What, on tenor sax?? Seems
so.

He received honorary citizenship of New Orleans,
was described by Louis Armstrong as “a genius”
and it was Armstrong who presented him with a
gold disc for “Midnight in Moscow”, one of his
million-selling hits. His band has played all over
the world.

On page 42 he demonstrates how the apparently
basic theme of Duane Eddy’s “Rebel Rouser” is
actually quite a complex arrangement of different
combinations of guitar/sax/rebel yells/claps/chorus
which prevent the record from ever being routine.

This is a self-portrait, warts and all, and he does
not shrink from detailing his highs and lows and
the many setbacks in his career. He describes
the horrendous effect on him of his very few
experiments with drugs and also the devastating
results of such addictions on jazz greats like
Tubby Hayes and Phil Seamen. From time to
time in the book he gives tips on playing the
trumpet and on p.257 he describes the very fine
trumpet oil he uses and then gives the startling
warning: “It is highly poisonous. You mustn’t get it
into your mouth or even on your mouthpiece. If
you get it in your mouth it’ll kill you.”(!!) Glad I play
the tenor sax!

The author’s obvious enthusiasm and knowledge
make this book essential reading for all
instrumental fanatics (who rarely, in my
experience, include females). Recommended.

Blowing My Own Trumpet
An autobiography by Kenny Ball, with
William Hall Published by John Blake
Publishing Ltd 2004 Illustrated
ISBN 1 904034 83 7 £16.99

A first-class read from a first-class musician.

THE END
R.I.P. NIGEL GREENFIELD
TED EXTRAORDINAIRE
28 September 1948 –
11 February 2007
by Neil Foster
Fellow Ted, Chris Taylor and I travelled down to
London for the cremation of our friend, Nigel. He
was a humanist so the service was non-religious
and featured three Rock’n’Roll records, i.e.
“Heeby Jeebies” (he was a Little Richard fanatic,
like me, and this was his favourite track), “Telstar”
(well, not perhaps Rock’n’Roll but his son,
Edward, could not get hold of his original choice)
and lastly, “Great Balls of Fire”!

th

This book was a 67 birthday present, bought for
me by my partner, Kath, during a Kenny Ball Jazz
Weekend in Blackpool we attended this year,
th
th
January 5 to 7 inclusive, and personally signed
by the man himself.

We knew Nigel for 36 years. He was a Ted to the
end and a 1950s Rock’n’Roll fan to the last; he
never changed and he never let me down. (That’s
a novelty as I’ve been let down so many times by
so-called “fans” that I have a dotted line tattooed
on my forehead on which is written “Rip off here!”)

Apart from the rather obvious title, I found the
book highly original and fascinating with a fund of
amusing, interesting anecdotes about the
remarkable life of a great jazzman and powerful
trumpet-player. Purists might sneer that Ball has
been too commercial over the years in his choice
of material but there is no doubt that he, along
with Chris Barber, Acker Bilk and Humphrey
Lyttelton, has introduced millions to Jazz, who
would not otherwise have listened to it.

He was the most eccentric Teddy boy I have ever
met: he could only sleep with the light on; he
owned a parrot which he bathed and dried with a
hair-dryer; he hated flowers but grew a weed in a
pot; and he took about two hours to have a bath!
He and his wife, Doreen (tragically, she died of
cancer of the liver at the early age of 46) were
childhood sweethearts. They attended adjacent
schools and knew each other from the age of 14
(Nigel) and 12 (Doreen). In 1966, bored by the
obsession that year with the World Cup (as I was!)

He has made over 500 recordings and was invited
by Prince Charles to play at his wedding to
Princess Diana. His was the first Jazz band to
appear on the stage of the London Palladium and
also the first to be televised at the same venue.
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they started to really go steady and eventually
married in 1973 (We attended the wedding.)

Washington D C. Not a lot is known of his early
life, so we jump to 1966 where a group of talented
students at Washington's Howard University
formed, for their own enjoyment, the harmonising
vocal group, Al & the Vikings. Along with lead
singer Johnson the group consisted of Tom
Fauntleroy, Marvin Brown, Bob Hayes and George
Roland. During 1967, after much enthusiastic feed
back, the guys began to take the music business
more seriously, changing the groups name to,
firstly the Unique Five and later the Unifics.

We corresponded for at least 25 years and I
stayed with them quite often in their flat in
Richmond. Invariably, they went to enormous
trouble to feed us, entertain us and take us to the
Rock’n’Roll shops/pubs in the area.
Nigel’s
parents and their relations were also extremely
kind and hospitable to us and made our trips to
the Smoke a real pleasure.
I am glad to say that I am still in touch with Nigel
and Doreen’s only child, Edward, who is in his
twenties now and showing great academic
promise. I am also in touch with Nigel’s Mum,
Pauline, who has shown great fortitude since the
death of not only Nigel and Doreen but her
husband, Frank. A lovely lady.
Let me end by quoting what I wrote on the
condolence card I sent: “We won’t forget Nigel.
The nicest kind of Teddy Boy and the nicest kind
of friend.”
Neil Foster (March 2007)

Their smooth harmonies and dapper attire soon
gathered a large following around the Washington
area, and began to attract attention elsewhere.
Outside obligations of various members also
created a number of personnel changes within the
group. Hayes, Roland, and Fauntleroy left in the
later part of 1967, so the group became a quartet
with the addition of Michael Ward and Greg Cook.
Brown left the following year, replaced by Harold
Worthington.

Photo taken in 1976 (that scorching Summer) when
Nigel and Doreen came up North on a visit. I took
them to a Rock’n’Roll pub in Wigan that we had
turned into a Rock’n’Roll stronghold (for a while!) –
it was called the “Bird I’Th’ Hand”. The guy in the
yellow tee-shirt is the landlord and Nigel’s wife,
Doreen, is next to him. Right in front of her is
Nigel, the Ted. I am to his left.







Johnson's first trip into the limelight came in 1968
when the group signed with manager Guy Draper,
who landed the act a contract with Kapp Records,
also becoming their producer and principle writer.
It wasn't long before the Unifics hit both the R&B
and pop charts, with their dramatic soulful 'Court
Of Love'. More personnel changes followed the
hit, with the departure of Ward and Worthington,
and Fauntleroy and Brown rejoining.



SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

The Unifics’ follow up, along the same veins as
'Court Of Love', was 'The Beginning Of My End'
which sailed to top ten R&B and 36 pop. 1969 saw
two more R&B hits with 'It's A Groovy World' and
'Toshisumasu'. Their final forty five was 'Dawn Of
A New Day (In My Life)', on Jerry Butler’s Fountain
label.

THE AL JOHNSON STORY
Al Johnson while never really in the spotlight, has
over the last forty years quietly created some
classic memorable soul music, for himself and
others, as a first rate songwriter, singer and
musician.

The Unifics split in 1972, with Johnson going on to
become an important songwriter, session
musician, arranger and producer over the next

Alfred Orlando Johnson was born 1948 in
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thirty five years, often working with Fauntleroy, for
such acts as the Dells, Peabo Bryson, the
Whispers, Norman Connors, and recently, as we
all witnessed last November, Lloyd Price.

the dreaded modern curse, programmed
percussion and an over enthusiastic electronic
piano
While Johnson is known mostly for his support
work for other artists, he has to be one of the
unsung heroes of mellow soul, who had both the
song writing and vocal talent of a great solo artist,
and is still out there cutting it.

In the late seventies Johnson once again tries his
luck as a recording artist. He formed a short-lived
group called Positive Change, who released one
album on Fortress Records. In 1978 he recorded
the awesome solo album PEACEFUL. Although
the album is wall to wall soul quality it was almost
totally ignored at the time. The album contained
exquisite essential soul, particularly in 'I've Got My
Second Wind', 'Since You Walked Out Of My Life'
and 'I'll Do Anything For You', soul music at it's
proudest.
The earlier connection with Connors proved
fruitful, as in 1979 Johnson was lead vocalist on
the song 'Your Love' for Connors album
INVITATION. Following on from this Connors
brought Johnson to Columbia, also producing
Johnson's major label debut, which gave him a
chance to reach a much larger audience. The
resulting 1980 album, BACK FOR MORE, turned
out to be an excellent mellow soulful gem, that
included a number of new cuts, plus re-recordings
of a few songs from PEACEFUL. Connor paired
Johnson with the luscious Jean Carn for the title
cut on the album, an enduring soul classic duet
with, 'Back For More', which finds our man back in
the R&B charts, peaking at 26. The rest of the
album is again oozing with some seriously
expansive soul, especially the up-beat 'I've Got My
Second Wind', which made 58 in the R&B charts,
and the delightful ballads 'You Are My Personal
Angel' and 'Peaceful'. Both his solo albums are
considered to be two of the great soul albums
from this decade.

Al Johnson at Rhythm Riot 2006. Pic Martyn Harvey

LOST SOULS
Sadly the soul undertaker has been busy yet
again, as we lose more greats to heavens
turntable.
LUTHER INGRAM

Johnson spent most of the eighties and nineties
continuing to provide session help for a variety of
soul artists. In 1999 he went back into the studio
to record his first album in nearly two decades,
MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK, for the small
Clout label, which found Johnson still in excellent
voice, that updated the classic soul sound of
Johnson first solo work.
Luther Ingram a Southern soul stylist whose 1972
infidelity double-dealing masterpiece, '(If Loving
You Is Wrong) I Don't Want To Be Right', was a
slipping around opus soul milestone, and is truly
one of the great Soul sounds ever, containing all
the necessary ingredients for a soul classic. It was
major Stateside hit, selling a million plus. It has
since been covered by a plethora of artists, of
which only Millie Jackson can get close to the
heartbreaking intimacy Ingram brought to his
version.

During the 21st century and to date he continues
to be in demand for his various talented aptitudes.
He guested on Jeff Major's 2002 album SACRED
4 YOU. In 2004 the Unifics reunited, Johnson
being joined by Fauntleroy, along with Newport
News, Virginia veteran singers Charlie Lockheart
and Garrett Hall to complete the quartet. They
once again built up a following in the Washington
area, and released the album UNIFICS RETURN,
a juicy slice of early seventies style soul, produced
by Johnson, who also wrote the majority of songs
on display. The group’s sweet harmonizing comes
off best on slowies such as the pretty 'Any One
Can Tell You' and the gentle smooth 'This Is The
Night We Love'. The album at times is let down by

Born Luther Thomas Ingram on November 30th
1937 in Jackson, Tennessee. He was raised in
Alton, Illinois, after his family moved there in 1947.
He gained early experience singing with his
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brothers in various Baptist Church choirs. The
brothers formed a gospel group, the Midwest
Crusaders, but they didn't make any recordings,
but they did became a popular act around the mid
west area. Next the brothers, to enter more talent
contest, changed direction by moving across to
secular music, along the way changing the groups
name to The Gardenias. The group landed a
recording contract in 1956 with Federal Records,
a subsidiary of King Records. They had just the
one release for the label, backed up with Ike
Turner and his Kings Of Rhythm for the fast
mover, 'My Baby's Top'.

sales in excess of a million, and is completely
enveloped in moody and soulful grooves. One
particular track, 'Help Me Love' has always been a
favourite, especially the Tommy Tate cover.
He had now reached the point where he was able
to top the bill on package tours, touring continually
with his own 12 piece band called A Different Bag.
On the 20th August 1972 at the Los Angeles
Coliseum about a 100,000 people gathered for the
concert Wattstax. Ingram was scheduled to
appear, but due to the show running late he was
cancelled at the last minute. He would later return
to the stage to film his contribution for the
Wattstax movie, and the recently released special
edition DVD of the concert.

Ingram moved to New York in 1964, where
apparently he roomed with Jimi Hendrix for a
while. His first recording stop was a one-off for
Decca, 'You Never Miss Your Water'. He met up
with veteran producers Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller, famed producers of various pop-soul hits,
who got him a deal with Smash Records, which
results in Ingram's second solo single. Released
in 1966, a hand clapping beater called 'I Spy (For
The FBI)', which was copied by Jamo Thomas
who had a UK hit with it in 1969. Hib Records was
his next stop for the quick paced dancer, 'If It's All
The Same To You', of which the b side, an
instrumental version of the a, 'Exus Trek',
subsequently found favour on the Northern soul
scene.

His final hit for KoKo was a mid paced looper, 'Get
To Me' in 1978. After this KoKo closed its doors
after struggling with financial difficulties.
Next Ingram recorded for Platinum Plus, then
Profile for an album that produced three moderate
R&B hits, the gentle slowie 'Baby Don't Go To
Far', a catchy poppy treat 'Don't Turn Around' and
a cover of Bob Dylan's 'I Gotta Serve Somebody'.
By the end of the nineties Ingram began having
kidney problems as a result of complications from
diabetes. He had a kidney transplant, lost vision of
his left eye and had his left leg amputated. He
died 19th March 2007 from heart failure.

Next Ingram was signed by producer Johnny
Baylor to the small independent KoKo label, which
had a national distribution deal with Stax Records.
Ingram's career flourished in the wake of this
arrangement. With Mack Rice, he helped to
compose the pride anthem 'Respect Yourself',
which was a massive hit for the Staple Singers,
and Stax Records’ biggest ever selling forty five.

BARBARA HALL. Best known for her 'Drop My
Heart Off At The Door'/'You Brought It On
Yourself' Innovation II. She was the sister of soul
singer Sandra Hall. She died on November 3 2006
of diabetes related kidney failure.

Ingram had to wait until his sixth KoKo release,
May 1969, before the hits started to arrive. 'Pity
For The Lonely', a Drifter's type poppy number,
brought his name to the R&B charts for the first
time. Next up, later that year, was 'My Honey And
Me', which made the top twenty R&B and mid
hundred pop. The following year gave Ingram
wider recognition with the release of Johnny
Taylor's poignant ballad, 'Ain't That Loving You
(For More Reasons Than One)'. From now on he
never looked back and was guaranteed an R&B
chart place with each release.

BILLY HENDERSON. A founding member of the
legendary Detroit Spinners, who's classic output
reads like an encyclopedia of soul. "I'll Be Around"
and "Could It Be I'm Falling In Love" to name two
giants. He died 2 February of complications from
diabetes. He was 67
BARBARA McNAIR. A national beauty queen,
supper club singer, actress and TV show host.
She signed to Motown in 1967. Her recording
fame, if not sales, is that she recorded the original
version of "For Once In My Life", her near hit
'You're Gonna Love My Baby' and her Northern
Soul classic "It Happens Every Time". She died on
4 February 2007 from throat cancer. She was 72.

Ingram’s finest moment came in 1972 with his
recording of the classic Homer Banks ,Raymond
Jackson and Carl Hampton song, '(If Loving You
Is Wrong) I Don't Want To Be Right', which had
previously been recorded by the Emotions and
Veda Brown, but shelved. The haunting mid pacer
'I'll Be Your Shelter (In Time Of Storm), finds
Ingram releasing truly outstanding vocals, but the
record couldn't quite match its predecessor to the
top, but it’s an impassioned nugget of soul. The
album built around the hit singles, also gained

ELDEE YOUNG. Founder and life long member
of the Young Holt Trio and Young Holt Unlimited,
who scored with amongst others 'Wack Wack'
and 'Soulful Strut'. He died 12th February 2007
from a heart attack. He was 71
HYMAN "HY" WEISS. Born in Romania and
raised in New York. He was Co-founder of Harlem
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based Old Town Records which was formed in
1953. Over the next two decades he introduced a
steady stream of artists, embracing a broad range
of genres, which along the way helped change the
face of musical history. Mixing R&B with street
corner harmony gave birth to Doo-Wop, Weiss
was on board at the beginning with major hits by
the Solitaires 'Walking Along', Fiestas 'So Fine',
the Capris 'There's A Moon Out Tonight', Robert &
Johnny 'We Belong Together' Billy Bland 'Let The
Little Girl Dance' and the Earls classic 'Remember
Then'. The label embraced a broad range of out
put, covering Blues, Jazz, Gospel, Folk, Soul and
Rock n Roll. Arthur Pryscock was the longest
serving Old Town member, recording well into the
seventies, and who's heartfelt balladry was often
accompanied by the Count Basie Orchestra.
He died 20 March 2007. He was 84

February
154 Robert SherwoodYou always hurt the one you
love/(I left my heart) In
San
Francisco
Harmon
155 Freddy Cannon Come on and love me/Four letter
man
Swan
156 Vinnie Monte
Joanie don't be angry/Take good
care of her
Harmon
157 Dionne Warwick Don't make me over/I smiled
yesterday
Scepter
158 Jerry Butler
You can run (but you can't
hide)/I'm the one
Vee Jay
159 Jimmy Clanton Darkest street in town/Dreams of
a fool
Ace
160 Tippie & the CloversMy heart said/Bossa nova
baby
Tiger
March
161 Dion Sandy/Faith
Laurie
162 The Rockin RebelsWild weekend/Wild weekend
cha cha
Swan
163 Bobby ComstockLet's stomp/I want to do it
Lawn
164 Garry Criss
Long lonely nights/I still miss you
Wand
165 Charles Russo Preacherman/Teresa
Diamond
166 Kenny Chandler Heart/Wait for me
Laurie
167 Teddy & the TwilightsBimini Bimbo/I'm just your
clown
Swan
168 Johnny Thunder Rock-a-bye my darling/The rosy
dance
Diamond
169 The Four SeasonsWalk like a man/Lucky ladybug
Vee Jay

JACKY DAY. Who was once married to
saxophonist Big Jay McNeely, recorded 'Naughty
Boy', one of the rarest and most played Northern
soul hits, and another talc favourite 'Before It's
Too Late'. She died 4 January 2007. She was 68
ERNESTINE RUNDLESS. Mother of soul legend
Laura Lee. She was founder of the Meditation
Singers in 1947, and among the initial line-up was
Della Reese. The group gained national
prominence through records for Specialty, HOB,
Checker and Jewel. In the late sixties the group
took Gospel to new levels with what can only be
described as Gos-Pop. She died 7 February 2007.
She was 92.
THE

LABEL
170 Jerry Butler
You go right through me/The
wishing star
Vee Jay
171 Chuck Jackson Tell him I'm not home/Getting
ready for the heartbreak
Wand
172 The Chiffons
He's so fine/Oh! my lover Laurie
April
173 Dick Roman
This changing world/Theme from
"days of wine & roses"
Harmon
174 Shawn Elliott
Sincerely and tenderly/Why don't
you love me any more?
Diamond
175 The Rocky FellersKiller
Joe/Lonely
teardrops
Scepter
176 Heb Alpert
Marching thru Madrid/Struttin' with
Maria
A&M
177 The Challenger's
Torquay/Bulldog
Vault
178 Jimmy Soul
If you wanna be happy/Don't
release me
S.P.Q.R
179 Gary US Bonds Where did that naughty little girl
go/ Do the limbo with me
Legrand
180 Dee Clark
I'm a soldier boy/Shook up over
you
Vee Jay

Part 2 January to June 1963
January
144 Gary US Bonds Mixed up faculty/I dig this station
Legrand
145 The Four SeasonsBig girls don't cry/Connie-O
Vee Jay
146 The Tams
Untie Me/Disillusioned
Arlen
147 Cathy Carr
Sailor boy/The next time the plays
a waltz
Laurie
148 Mark Valentino The push and kick/Walking alone
Swan
149 Johnny Thunder Loop de loop/Don't be ashamed
Diamond
150 Gabriel & the AngelsThat's Life/Don't wanna twist
no more
Swan
151 The Fireballs
Carioca/Find me a golden street
Dot
152 The Shirelles
Everybody loves a lover/I don't
think so
Scepter
153 The Earls
Remember then/Let's waddle
Old Town

May
181 The Shirelles
Foolish little girl/Not for all the
money in the world
Scepter
182 The Furys
Zing went the strings of my
heart/Never more
Mach IV
183 Feddy Cannon The ups and downs of love/It's
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been nice
Swan
184 Harmonica Fats Tore up/I get so tired
Darcy
185 Gene Chandler Rainbow/ You threw a lucky
punch
Vee Jay
186 Mark Valentino Do it/Hey! you're lookin' good
Swan
187 The Rockin RebelsRockin' crickets/Hully gully rock
Swan
188 Maxine Brown Ask me/Yesterday's kisses Wand
189 Lord Nelson
I got a itch/Problems on me mind
Dem Boys
190 David Thorne One more fool one more broken
heart/
Don't let it get away
Riverside
191 Dionne Warwick This empty place/Wishing and
hopin'
Scepter
192 B Bumble & the StingersBaby mash/Night time
madness
Rendezvous
193 Bobby GoldsboroThe
run-around/The
letter
Laurie

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

June 1963
194 The Four SeasonsAin't that a shame/Soon (I'll be
home again)
Vee Jay
195 Jerry Butler
Whatever you want/You won't be
sorry
Vee Jay
196 Bill Haley & his CometsTenor man/Up goes my
love
New Town
197 Lonnie Jay
Around
and
around
we
go/Somewhere (there is a girl)
Arlen
198 The Four PenniesMy
block/Dry
your
eyes
Rust
199 Kirby St.Romain Summer's comin'/Miss you so
Inette
200 Johnny Thunder Jailer, bring me water/Outlaw
Diamond
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I confess I have never heard of a large majority of
these, but some have intriguing titles that a once
flick across the turntable would be interesting, ie 4
Pennies, The block!







Soulboy’s pick from this period would be
Harmonica Fats raw gritty 'Tore Up' blockbuster.
Both Chandler and Jackson bow in with blinding
flips with 'Punch' and 'Getting Ready'. The Tams’
double sided gem has always been a favourite, as
has the Earls’ defining Doo-Wop anthem
'Remember Then'. Finally Jimmy Soul's classic
melodic ditty 'If You Wanna Be Happy' is the dogs
biscuit.
Part 3 finds the label moving headlong into the
immortal sixties soul period.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Some excellent soul CDs released recently by
Benny Johnson, Little Royal, Big John Hamilton,
Danny White to name a few. Hope to catch up
next time.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins

SOULBOY
If you don't know where it's at,
there must me a hole in your soul
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Elvis performs a medley of “Hound Dog/Love Me
Tender/Heartbreak Hotel”, “Don't Be Cruel”, “Too
Much”, “When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold
Again” and “Peace in the Valley”. Some of the
others appearing were Arthur Worsley, a
ventriloquist who actually was good, Will Jordan
with a good impression of Ed Sullivan, Sugar Ray
Robinson and others. Bonus features are Jerry
Schilling's home movies, special Elvis moments,
production stills, documents from the Graceland
and Sullivan archives.

VIDLER’S VIEWS
Elvis on Ed Sullivan’s Sofa - Image
Entertainment ID3730XSDVD
by Darren Vidler

A nice little booklet rounds off a nicely presented
set.

Billy Fury Live at the BBC - Decca
9841393
by Darren Vidler

This is a great new package from Image
Entertainment, the people who own the Ed
Sullivan archive. Now we've all seen EIvis's
appearances on Ed Sullivan but not in this
improved quality and not the complete shows.
Disc One September 9th 1956 hosted by
Charles Laughton on this show as Ed Sullivan
was in hospital having survived a bad car crash
(he came back on the show just before Elvis's
second appearance)

This is a great new set from Decca with all the
surviving BBC sessions 1959-1970 which is a two
disc set. As with other BBC Session CDs there
are songs not recorded for singles or albums.

Some of the acts are quite dated; we have some
acrobats, The Brother's Amin, The Vagabonds
who were quite a good comedy act doing “Up A
Lazy River” and a tap dancing duo called Con and
Mack. On this show Elvis performs “Don't Be
Cruel”, “Love Me Tender”, “Ready Teddy” and
“Hound Dog”, Elvis was in Hollywood on this
edition and his segments were interspersed
throughout the show. Bonus features on Disc One
are interviews with Sam Phillips, George Klein,
Gordon Stoker and Wink Martindale from 1992
and a feature on Elvis and Ed Sullivan.

The first five songs on Disc One are from Billy's
first radio appearance on Saturday Club 9th May
1959 for which Billy was paid ten guineas. From
that first appearance we have the A sides from
Billy's first three singles, “Maybe Tomorrow”,
“Margo”, “Don't Knock Upon My Door” and great
versions of “C'mon Everybody” and “Mean
Woman Blues” (this is the Elvis arrangement of
the song). On that first show Billy was backed by
BBC session guys who play well but you can hear
they’re not Rock’n’Roll musicians. Billy wanted to
use his own band for future shows and the BBC
compromised and said he could use his own
guitarist for an edition of Swing Along.
Unfortunately, because of a misunderstanding
with Larry Parnes and the BBC, Billy was late so

Disc Two October 28th 1956.
On his second appearance Elvis did “Don't Be
Cruel”, “Love Me Tender”, “Love Me”, and “Hound
Dog”. Other stars included Joyce Grenfell and the
Little Gaelic Singers and the cast from the Most
Happy Fella. Bonus features on Disc Two are
intros and promos for Eivis's appearances on the
show and a very early colour film of Elvis from
1955 playing in Houston

Billy did not appear again until 19th August 1961
for Saturday Club, backed by The Blue Flames.
the highlight for me on this appearance is
“Lowdown Blues” with some tasty licks by Colin
Green (he reprises It again on a Saturday Club
appearance from 19th December 1961). We then
jump to 1964 with another Saturday Club

Disc Three January 6th 1957
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appearance backed by the Gamblers where he
does good versions of two of his singles “Do You
Really Love Me Too” and “Nothin’ Shakin”.

17. Find Out What's Happening (live 25/07/1966)
18. Hurtin' Is Loving (live 23/07/1967)
19. My Baby Left Me (live 23/07/1967)
20. Loving You (live 12/06/1967)
21. It Don't Matter Now (live 12/06/1967)
22. I'll Go Along With It (live 12/06/1967)
23. Thoughts Of You (All Our Yesterdays
25/10/1970)
24. Last Night Was Made For Love (All Our
Yesterdays 25/10/1970)
25. Only Make Believe (All Our Yesterdays
25/10/1970)

Disc Two opens with a great version of “Lovey
Dovey” another highlight from a 26th May 1965
Saturday Club and a wonderful version of Jimmy
Reed's “Baby What's Wrong”, again backed by
The Gamblers. As you would expect, a lot of
Billy's singles are performed on other
appearances e.g. “Run to my Lovin’ Arms” from
4th October 1965. The great “Hurtin’ is loving” one
of his Parlophone singles - this comes from a 23rd
January 1967 Saturday Club. Billy made some
great singles on Parlophone but they never
charted. The set finishes off with a broadcast from
All Our Yesterdays, 25th October 1970. The
sound quality is excellent throughout both discs
with a superb amount of tracks; sixteen on Disc
One and twenty-five on Disc Two. Great booklets
with vintage photos and good liner notes from
Spencer Leigh. Buy it now!









Madame Moussaka on
Tony's Retirement
Party

1. C'mon Everybody (Saturday Club 09/05/1959)
2. Maybe Tomorrow (Saturday Club 09/05/1959)
3. Don't Knock Upon My Door (Saturday Club
09/05/1959)
4. Mean Woman Blues (Saturday Club
09/05/1959)
5. Margo (Saturday Club 09/05/1959)
6. Just Because (Saturday Club 19/08/1961)
7. Lowdown Blues (Saturday Club 19/08/1961)
8. Sweet Little Sixteen (Saturday Club
19/08/1961)
9. Lowdown Blues (Saturday Club 19/12/1961)
10. Have I Told You Lately That I Love You
(Saturday Club 19/12/1961)
11. Get On The Right Track (Saturday Club
19/12/1961)
12. Don't Knock Upon My Door (Saturday Club
19/12/1961)
13. Day By Day (Saturday Club 19/12/1961)
14. My Baby Left Me (live 1961)
15. Do You Really Love Me (Saturday Club 1964)
16. Nothin' Shakin' (But The Leaves On The
Trees) (Saturday Club 1964)

My nephew, Antonios Papadopoulos (he call
himself Tony Papard), he at last retire. His father
and me, we tell him many time: 'No work for other
peoples, get other peoples to work for you.' His
father retire at age 30! But now Antionos is 62, he
been working non-stop 46 year. He very silly man.

1. Lovey Dovey (live 25/05/1965)
2. I Can Feel It (live 25/05/1965)
3. Baby What's Wrong (live 25/05/1965)
4. Away From You (live 12/06/1965)
5. In Thoughts Of You (live 12/06/1965)
6. I'd Like To Know (live 12/06/1965)
7. Run To My Loving Arms (live 04/10/1965)
8. I Must Be Dreaming (live 04/10/1965)
9. I Belong To The Wind (live 21/02/1966)
10. I'll Never Quite Get Over You (live 21/02/1966)
11. Forbidden Fruit (live 21/02/1966)
12. Don't Let A Little Pride (live 31/05/1966)
13. I Go (live 31/05/1966)
14. Bye Bye (live 31/05/1966)
15. My Whole World Seems To Be Tumblin' Down
(live 25/07/1966)
16. Give Me Your Word (live 25/07/1966)

My sister Sophie, she come to England with
nothing, and die very rich woman. Antonios he no
good busy-ness man, no like Swindly Sophie - she
get council flat by taking many, many childrens
every day to Council Housing place. They say:
'You on waiting list', so she say: 'Yes, I wait.'
Childrens run round screaming and shouting all
day, every day. Council peoples get fed up and
give her nice flat with separate bedroom for her
little daughter, 'cos Sophie's husband he had TB.
But does no matter, they all share one bedroom,
Sophie make lot of moneys letting out other
rooms. 50 peoples - one in bath, some under
kitchen sink, on the floors, in hammocks. Oh yes,
she die with many big houses all over London to
leave to her childrens. Antonios he work all his
30

life, he own no houses - not even shack. In
Cyprus everybody own land and houses.

Letters to the Editor

Well, I feel sorry for Antonios, so I organize big
Greek-style Retirement Party for him. I book The
Hippodopoulos Trio (sort of Greek-Cypriot Beverly
Sisters.) They big ladies, very cuddly. Androulla,
Thessoulla and Dassoulla, they wail in old Greek
tradition. Cousins Kostakis, Andreas and Adonis
they dance with glass of Ouzo upside down on
their heads, and break plates. Is old Greek
tradition. (Antonios and his mother they used to do
this dance. Must get them very drunk first. Very
messy if glass fall off head!) And Granny Athena,
she do dance of Seven Black Shawls, oh very
sexy, I think you will like very mush!

Papard Blog
As a birthday present, someone set up my own
domain and showed me how to make a Weblog. I
am still keeping the old website with the Jerry Lee
page, which will be updated as required. It does, I
think, have a character all it's own.
However new posts will now be put on the
blogging site, which I have called The Unorthodox
Website
Blog.
The
URL
is:
http://www.tonypapard.info/
There is a link between the two sites.

Jammin’ At the Highway

I make nice Greek buffet with stuffed vine-leaf
sandwiches, melon pie, lots of Cypriot fruits. In
Kypros you can pick orange and lemoh as you
walk down the street. You like to pick a lemoh?
Come to wonderful Greek Cyprus!
Anyway,
Granny Athena she make nice moussaka for the
buffet. But be careful when you eat; she lost her
glass eye and false teeth in moussaka again. Me
very cross with her. Last time three my cousins,
they choke to death when eating her moussaka does no matter, we give them nice Greek
Orthodox funerals, but very expensive, three
funerals!

Hello Keith,
My God, it's getting better all the time, with more
and more people coming on board; as I was
saying to several of the people last night, there's
very few (too few) jam session situations of this
type around the capital, and I'm quite sure that by
the time of the fourth or fifth session, we'll be
turning 'em away at the door.
The second jam last night certainly raised the bar
higher musically from the first one (pianist Mike
impressed very much, though with more gigs his
voice will become more confident and
authoritative).

But Antonios, he no like Hellenic culture, so he
cancel all this entertainments. So now we have
American MaryJean plus jam session with TFTW
band and many guest singers, none of them
Greek. Is disgraceful, but I hope no Turkish
singers. If you like I will come and tell your fortune.
Cross my palm with £100 and Madame
Moussaka's crystal ball will bring you very good
news. Oh yes.

Watching Corliss last night it struck me, quite
apart from the fact that all the men fell in love with
her (self included) is how well she works an
audience, how she brings them into the show. She
certainly possesses a powerful voice, I would love
to hear her do a standard ballad or a restrained
ballad in general, which she does from time to
time at the Kinky Mambo club (her resident
London gig). Maybe I'll go there sometime and
check it out. It's good she chose to do different
songs from her last appearance, likewise Jay, a
great guy who possesses that true Rock’n’Roll
spirit.

I must go now. You like prediction before I go?
Madame Moussaka see all - Mt Olympus, figure
12 - ah yes, the Olympic Games, started in
Greece, will come to London in 2012. What else I
see? Everybody in EU must learn Greek, it will be
official international language of EU next year. My
Aunty Massoulla, she will give you Greek lessons
for only £50 an hour. Then it will not be all Greek
to you!

Andreas was great again, I get the impression
he's as much influenced by, say, Luther or
Bernard Allison, as Robert Johnson. But, again,
as good an axeman as you'll find anywhere. Gerry
was brill as usual, Jaron and Rolen keep on the
up musically, bless Trevor too, and where would
we be without John??

No forget:
Antonios Retirement Party (and Brian
Jessup's Birthday Bash), 7.30, Saturday May
26th, Upstairs Function Room, Freemasons
Arms, 81-82 Long Acre, London WC2 9NG.

Here's to Jam Session 3!!

Nearest tube: Covent Garden. Excellent buffet.
Recorded sounds. Jam Session with Surprise
Guests. MaryJean.
Madame Moussaka







Very best for now, Brian.
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Last Man Standing
LIVE DVD

Goode Shindig! shows with Jerry's piano painted
with flames, and his signature Jerry Lee Lewis in
big white letters over the keyboard. The stage is
filled with musicians and two backing singers. Ron
Wood and Kenny Lovelace on guitar, someone
named Keltner on drums who I believe is famous.
Ian Neville on organ, there is even a steel guitarist
for the slower songs. Unfortunately no fiddle from
Kenny, but he plays great guitar solos, and does
sit next to Jerry's piano in the limelight for Lucky
Old Sun.

Exceprts from this fantastic DVD, now released,
are being shown on PBS (Public Broadcasting
Service) stations around the U.S. and Canada this
month.
Jerry really is enjoying a huge comeback, and is
riding high (though this has yet to hit UK). After
appearing on all the major chat shows, and some
lesser known ones, in USA, he is currently
completing a great European Continental tour
where there have been no shows less than 45
minutes. Brussels was 70 minutes, and there
have been a great variety of songs, with some
unusual numbers. In Eindhoven he played 'I Get
The Blues When It Rains'. 'As Far As I'm
Concerned' has been played at several shows, he
even did 'Wild Side Of Life' at one and 'Another
Place Another Time' on this tour. Unfortunately I
didn't catch any of the shows this tour, but here's
hoping he'll be in UK soon.

Some of the songs are interspersed with interview
clips and a short bio of Jerry's career. Plus clips
from the Steve Allen and Granada shows. The
Granada show is particularly suitable as Jerry's
facial features are very similar to how he looks
today, except his hair is now shorter (Jerry had
put on weight at the time of the Granada show).
Great to see/hear Jerry singing with some
younger artists like Norah Jones, Chris Isaak and
Kid Rock - should pull in some younger fans.
Jerry extends the 'go go go go go go' bit during
Little Queenie just after Kid Rock jumps up on the
piano. At the end of the number, Jerry flings his
boot on to the keyboard.

The DVD is almost 2 hours long, and there are
still songs omitted which will no doubt surface
later, such as a duet with Willie Nelson on A
Couple More Years.

On nearly all shows during the current tour, Jerry
has closed with Whole Lotta Shakin' like in the old
days, and this is the case on the DVD. At the
climax he kicks the stool back violently, stands
and hammers the keys for a few seconds, then
ends with his famous 'bum note'. Great stuff! His
voice is in top form on all the numbers, slow and
fast. His piano playing is great. A fitting tribue to
his 50 years as a recording artist, with other
super-stars showing their respect for Jerry. A
great follow-up to the Last Man Standing CD
which many thought couldn't be beaten or
equalled.

Here is a full list of tracks on the DVD, 29 in all:
Great Balls of Fire, Chantilly Lace, Green Green
Grass of Home (with Tom Jones), End Of The
Road (with Tom Jones), Who Will The Next Fool
Be? (with Solomon Burke), Today I Started Loving
You Again (with Solomon Burke), Crazy Arms
(with Norah Jones), Your Cheatin' Heart (with
Norah Jones), Hadacol Boogie (with Buddy Guy),
Don't Put No Headstone On My Grave,
Somewhere Over The Rainbow (with Chris Isaak),
Cry (with Chris Isaak), Rockin' My Life Away,
Lewis Boogie, Bumming Around (with Merle
Haggard), What'd I Say (with Ian Neville), Once
More With Feeling (with Kris Kristofferson), CC
Rider (with John Fogerty), Will The Circle Be
Unbroken (with John Fogerty and Kris
Kristofferson), Good Golly Miss Molly (John
Fogerty vocals, Jerry Lee on piano), Trouble In
Mind, Jambalaya (with Willie Nelson), You Win
Again (with Don Henley), Little Queenie (with Kid
Rock), Honky Tonk Woman (with Kid Rock) That
Lucky Old Sun, Roll Over Beethoven, Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin’ On

A video promoting Pink Cadillac from the Last
Man Standing CD, with Jerry Lee and Bruce
Springsteen singing and playing, was shown on
BBC2's TOTP2 on Saturday night. It closed the
show and is an animated (cartoon-type) video of a
young Jerry Lee, piano keys and a Pink Cadillac
set to the album track. A great promo for the
album, and they put up captions about the 72 year
old Jerry Lee (actually he's 71) causing a riot in a
casino where he played recently, and gave a plug
for the CD saying it's called 'Last Man Standing how apt'.

Plus bonus interviews, chat between Phoebe and
Jerry, and Jerry duetting with Merle Haggard on
Goodnight Irene.

Some of the DVDs have a bonus CD with
outtakes and extra songs, my copy doesn't. I
believe HMV are selling the DVD, mine is a US
import but plays OK on my player. It is due to be
released in UK shortly. At least an hour of it
deserves to be shown on one of the main TV
channels.
Tony Papard

This was recorded in September and October last
year in New York City and Los Angeles. In You
Win Again Jerry gets confused and mentions
'L.A.' then corrects himself, 'We're in New York
City'. The New York set reminds me of the Jack
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Letters to the Editor

Hope to see you again soon
Regards
Val and Richard Miles



An attractive contralto, she recorded and toured
internationally with the Platters from 1954-1964
and was heard on the group's biggest hits
including "Only You", "The Great Pretender", "My
Prayer", "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes", and "Twilight
Time". Taylor was featured as the lead vocalist on
a number of the Platters' recordings including
"Indiff'rent", "He's Mine", "Bark, Battle and Ball",
"Someone To Watch Over Me", "I Don't Know
Why", "Maggie Doesn't Work Here Anymore", and
"Mean To Me".



Hi Guys,
As of Yesterday (6/3/2007) I've become an uncle
to twins! They had to be delivered early so they'll
be in hospital for a few weeks while they run
checks One weighs 4lb 11 the other 3lb 2 and
they have been named Thierry George and Pierre
Kemraz.

Before being recruited into the group by manager
Buck Ram as a 15-year old in March of 1954, Ms.
Taylor had recorded for RPM Records ("Make
Love To Me", RPM #405) and had worked with
Shirley Gunter and the Queens. Taylor and the
Platters appeared in several of the genre's early
films, including "Rock Around The Clock" and
"The Girl Can't Help It". At one time, Ms. Taylor
was married to the late singing star Frankie
Lymon, and was portrayed by Halle Berry in the
1998 motion picture "Why Do Fools Fall in Love".

Regards
Darren









Zola Taylor, an original member of the classic
Platters lineup who scored international hits with
their smooth vocal group harmony sides in the
1950s, died Monday morning, April 30, 2007, in
Los Angeles County, California at age 69; she had
been in ill health for some time. Ms. Taylor, whose
date of birth was given as March 17, 1938, had
reportedly suffered a stroke several years ago.

Just a quick line to thank you very much for such
a great evening at the club last night. We really
enjoyed the band and wished we could have
stayed longer but had to catch the last train home.





Zola Taylor

Hi Keith







Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Camel Love

During the 1970s, she worked with other former
originals Paul Robi and David Lynch in a touring
Platters group and was inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in 1990. Today, original
founder and bass singer Herbert
Reed, is the classic group's sole survivor.

A new Marine Captain was assigned to an outfit in
a remote post in the African desert. During his
first inspection of the outfit, he noticed a Camel
hitched up behind the mess tent.
He asks the Sergeant why the camel is kept there.
The nervous sergeant said, "Well sir, as you
know, there are 250 men here on the post and no
women. And sir, sometimes the men have 'urges'.
That's why we have Molly the Camel."









Eugene Syrios
He was best known as Rock’n’Roll and blues
guitarist, singer and songwriter Gene Lamarr, who
played with Joel Hill and the Strangers before
founding his own band, The Blue Flames, in the
late 1950s. He played alongside such legendary
musicians as B.B. King and performed in the
same era as Elvis Presley and Ricky Nelson.

The Captain says, "I can't say that I condone this,
but I understand about urges", so the camel can
stay."
About a month later, the Captain starts having his
own "urges". Crazy with passion, he asks the
Sergeant to bring the camel to his tent. Putting a
ladder behind the camel, the Captain stands on
the ladder, pulls his pants down and has wild,
insane sex with the camel. When he's done, he
asks the Sergeant, "Is that how the men do it?

"Boy, when he was young, he was a hot potato,"
said fellow musician and friend Willie Kellogg, 69.
Eugene Lamarr Syrios was born on Feb. 7, 1942,
in Georgia and moved with his parents to San
Diego as an infant. Syrios died on Sunday, April 8,
at 65 of congestive heart failure.

"No, not really, sir... "They usually just ride the
camel into town where the girls are."
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Donna Syrios, his wife of 44 years, said he got his
inspiration and his love of music from his mother,
who bought him his first guitar as a young boy. His
father took in an English guitarist, who taught his
son to play guitar in exchange for lodging. By the
time he was 12 years old, he was playing with
country music bands in bars, and two years later
he was playing Rock’n’Roll.

as vocalist on Big Jay McNeely's "There is
Something on Your Mind." A wonderful singer,
influenced by Ray Charles, he was a fixture on the
Washington DC blues scene the past several
decades. He was at one time valet for Lloyd Price
and was discovered by Big Jay when he jumped
on stage to sing with McNeely at the Evans Grille
in Forestville, Maryland. He was a highlight of
several DC Blues Festivals and his last
performance was in early July 2003 at a Falls
Church Virginia City Park.

Syrios, who attended Kearny High School in San
Diego, was about 16 when he got a recording
contract with Spry Records in Los Angeles, where
he met some of the era's famous black blues
guitarists that he admired, his wife said. His
biggest hit record, "Crazy Little House on the Hill,"
was released in April 1958. His father hired
Johnny "Guitar" Watson to play lead guitar on the
album, Mrs Syrios said. The song was written by
Curtis "Dootsie" Williams, who also wrote "Earth
Angel" for The Penguins in 1954.











BILL HALEY MUSEUM OPENS IN
MUNICH, GERMANY
For many years now, Hydra Records of Munich,
Germany, has been in the forefront of promoting
the rockin' music and influence of Bill Haley and
his Comets. To take this a logical step forward,
they are proud to announce the establishment of a
museum devoted to all matters relating to Bill
Haley.

Syrios took a job in Palm Springs with his band
and met Miss Palm Springs, his future wife. She
said she had never heard anyone play guitar the
way he did and was "really knocked out." They fell
in love and married three months later. She said
after they were married, he decided to get a job to
take care of her and their two children, Troy and
Gina. He worked at General Dynamics as an
analyst for more than 25 years before he retired in
1996.

With the song 'Rock Around The Clock', Bill and
his Comets not only launched a musical revolution
but changed youth culture forever. All in all, the
outfit has sold in excess of 135 million records
and are still Rock’n’Roll leaders.
It is not
exaggerating to state that they are one of the
most important bands in musical history.

Syrios continued to play his music in local clubs,
though he played mostly country music in the
1970s. He also had his own recording label,
Flame Records, and a recording studio in his
house. After he retired, Syrios decided to make a
musical comeback. He was working on a CD of
his old hits, and he was also working on a CD with
original music. Syrios said they plan to finish that
CD and release it through his MySpace Web site.





Hy Weiss, the owner of Old Town Records has
passed on. He was born in Romania in 1923 but
moved to NYC when he was just a kid. He worked
as a salesmen for Jubilee, Apollo, Modern &
Exclusive records. The Old Town label had mostly
New York artists on its roster. Artists like the
Earls, Fiestas, Arthur Prysock, Solitaires, Robert
& Johnny Valentines, Harptones, Keynotes,
Vocaleers, 5 Crowns, Escorts, Al "Jazzbo" Collins,
and many others. He also took over the
promotions department of Stax Records. He was
famous for his $50 handshake.

Kellogg said the Strangers were the hottest band
on the West Coast in the early 1960s. They
played in Los Angeles and "tore the town up,"
Kellogg said. Syrios and the other band members
played football with Elvis Presley and his cousins,
and lived in an apartment building with a schoolage Micky Dolenz of The Monkees.





Hy Weiss

Mrs Syrios said they found out that although many
of her husband's songs were recorded in the
1960s, he was still a big hit in Europe in the 1970s
and 80s, and his songs are still played there now.
He is also popular with the current rockabilly
genre, she said.





In their Bill Haley museum, Hydra Records has on
display a never before seen quantity of their
records, original documents, music instruments,
gold records, awards, movie posters, pictures and
much more relating to the genius that was Haley.



There are also additional exhibits concerning Bill's
musical contemporaries and the musical styles
involved. In short, this is a breath taking in-depth
overview of one of the leading figures of
Rock’n’Roll. It has all been carefully set up to
entertain and be of interest to anyone who has an
interest in music, both past and present.

Little Sonny Warner
Haywood 'Little Sonny' Warner passed away from
complications arising from prostate cancer on 13
April 2007. The Falls Church native is best known
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Twitty’s “It’s Only Make Believe”, and the
previously unreleased “Billy Mars” and “The End
Of A Teenage Affair”. All were recorded in
January’ 59, and there are three songs from a
session held at Pepe’s studio in Berwick Street, in
April the following year, these being good takes of
“Sweet Little Sixteen”, “When You Ask About
Love” and “Tallahassie Lassie”.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

First off in this trawl around some recent releases
we start with a gentleman who truly impressed a
packed audience at the recent 2i’s reunion show
at the 100 Club. Jay Chance was a guitarist and
singer who in the late ’50’s, like so many, hung
around that legendary Soho coffee bar where so
many greats-to-be were discovered. Though
talented and highly proficient, Jay never got the
lucky break needed to elevate him into fortune
and fame, though he did get to record a few songs
in a small studio in 1959/60.
The remainder are recent recordings cut at the
Riverside studios in Blackpool and are of an
excellent quality. I was well and truly bowled over
by the title track when I first heard it at the Radio
Caroline studios, and the other nine, versions of
Carl’s “Glad All Over”, “The Unhappy Girls” and
“Anyway The Wind Blows”, Jerry Lee’s “Set My
Mind At Ease” and “Put Me Down”, Gene’s
“Woman Love”, a re-cut of “Billy Mare”,
Elvis/Arthur Crudup’s “So Glad You’re Mine” and
Buddy’s “Midnight Shift”. Great stuff indeed, and
on the CD insert you’ll find a poster from about
1960 advertising a show at the Capitol Theatre in
Horsham with a bill headlined by Vince Taylor and
Keith Kelly, with Screaming Lord Such (sic), the
Playboys, and Jay Chance and the Chancellors.
I’m sure you’ll enjoy these new recordings by Jay
and
the
New
Chancellors,
visit
raucousrecords.com for ordering.

Jay has kept his hand in all these years, though,
and he recently got to record two CD albums
worth of material and these have just been
released. The first, entitled “’50’s ‘60’s Man”, is
on Raucous, and there’s an interesting track
listing. Jay’s certainly a major league Jerry Lee
Lewis fan, being as there are many songs
associated with, or recorded by, the Killer, such as
“Lovin’ Up A Storm”, “I’m Left You’re Right She’s
Gone”, “Hallejulah I Love Her So”, “Got You On
My Mind”, “Matchbox”, “I’ll Make It All Up To You”
and, surprisingly, “In Loving Memories”. Elvis’
”That’s All Right”, Carl’s “Everybody’s Tryin’ To Be
My Baby”, and Buddy’s “I’m Lookin’ For Someone
To Love” are here also, along with versions of
Charlie Rich’s “Behind Closed Doors” and, also
surprisingly, Delbert McClinton’s “Blues About You
Baby”. The title track rocks nicely as well.
Recorded in London, this is a nice little set.

There’s a new double CD of Lonnie Donegan
material as part of the inaugural quartet of
releases under the banner “Just About As Good
As It Gets” on the Smith and Co. label (a word at
this juncture for Lonnie’s son Peter who has a
good CD just out entitled “Live At The Elephant”
where he mixes his father’s greatest hits with one

The second, again on Raucous, is my favourite of
the two and is entitled “Rock’n’Roll Fever”. This
album carries Jay’s earliest recordings, recorded
at the HMV record shop studio in Oxford Street,
as Cliff’s earliest demos had been, coincidentally
there’s a version of “Move It”, plus Conway
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or two very personal original compositions, that’s
on RGF PDCD 060)

Meanwhile, “Great British Rock’n’Roll” (SCCD
1124) is by turns decent and butt-clenchingly
awful, or unintentionally funny. People like Alma
Cogan, Lee Lawrence and the Hedley Ward Trio
sang the material (“Why Do Fools Fall In Love”,
“Don’t Nobody Move”, and “Rock Around The
Clock” respectively) with a patronising air, like
what’s-this-piece of shit-I’m-singing. Lita Roza,
presumably with the Ted Heath band, croons
“Oakie Boogie”, wonder if she ever heard Hank
Swatley’s version? Frankie Vaughan sings “My
Boy Flat Top”| with Wally Stott’s orchestra; why
did UK producers and arrangers always insist on
having a big band instead of a small group? Eric
Delaney and (especially) the Kirchin Band were
presumably happier playing modern jazz (Tony
Crombie was a modern jazzer at heart but at least
he had a better idea of how Rock’n’Roll should
sound) Highlights? Mr. Crombie, Thunderclap
Jones and Winifred Atwell with their piano
boogies, Don Lang and Ray Ellington to an extent,
Tommy Steele. That’s it. Oh, and people won’t
know whether to laugh or cry at the treatment
afforded “Ain’t That A Shame”, by the
Southlanders and “She Loves To Rock” (yes, the
Flairs song!) by the Stargazers. From the
ridiculous to the truly, utterly, completely sublime:

The catalogue number for this new Lonnie release
is SCCD 1123, and it’s a 50-track set full of prime
Donegan, a few hits, a few classic album tracks
and, probably of most interest to collectors, LD’s
earliest recordings with Ken Colyer and Chris
Barber.
Among the chart entries we find “Lost John”,
“Rock Island Line”, and “Don’t You Rock Me
Daddy-O”, there’s classic album tracks like
“Frankie and Johnny”, and “I’m A Ramblin’ Man”,
the odd tasty B-side like “Dead Or Alive”, and “On
A Christmas Day”, “Take My Hand Precious Lord”,
and “Midnight Special” among the Barber/Colyer
material. Ideal for those who wondered why
Lonnie Donegan was and is such an important
figure in British rock history.

The “Great British Skiffle” collection (SCCD
1122) incredibly covers 1948 to 1956, so it
naturally carries skiffle’s roots in the song
selection in addition to the full blown real thing.
The former is represented by folklorist Alan
Lomax and the Ramblers, with things like
“Railroad Man” and “Oh Lula”, there’s a lot of
material that leans towards trad jazz, from the
likes of the Clyde Valley Stompers, Bob Wallis
and Humphrey Lyttelton (though his Joe Meekproduced hit of 1956,”Bad Penny Blues” is always
welcome to my ears). The real thing is provided by
the wonderful Vipers, and I was especially
pleased to see a smattering of recordings by Ken
Colyer’s skiffle outfit (including his unlikely cover
of Chuck Berry’s “Downbound Train”) and by the
City Ramblers who included our dear friend Hylda
Sims; I absolutely adored their version of “Mama
Don’t Allow It”.

“Great Rockabilly” (SCCD 1125) 64 tracks on
this double collection, what’s on there? To name
just a few, “Rock It” and “How Come It” by George
“Thumper” Jones, “Hot Rock” and “Crazy Crazy
Lovin’” by Johnny Carroll, “Lonesome For A
Letter” by Sanford Clark, “Sixteen Chicks” and
“Ducktail” by Joe Clay, the list goes on and on and
on. Convinced? Make both compiler Dave Travis
and Smith and Co. happy and buy this definitive
party record. Now that’s what I call music…
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BUNTER AT THE OVAL
Born in Washington, D.C., guitarist and singer
Michael Roach was first inspired by John
Jackson, John Cephas and Jerry Ricks but has
subsequently developed his own style which, to
the contemporary listener, lies along the lines of
Keb ‘Mo and Eric Bibb. Roach breezed into the
Oval on the 14th of December and presented a
solo blues session very easy on the ear.
Accompanying himself on acoustic and Stella
guitar, the Oval audience heard things like
“Freight Train”, “Honky Tonk Blues”, “Mystery
Train”, “Rattlesnake Daddy”, “County Jail Blues”, a
ragtime-y take on “Ain’t She Sweet”, “I Was Born
10,000 Years Ago”, “Little Red Rooster”,
Mississippi John Hurt’s “No Use In Hangin’
Around”, Charley Patton’s “Old Black Mare”,
Jesse Fuller’s “San Francisco Bay Blues”,
Muddy’s “Rollin’ Stone”, Big Joe Williams’ “Baby
Please Don’t Go”, St. Louis Jimmy’s “Goin’ Down
Slow”, “Step It Up and Go”, “I Shall Not Be
Moved”, and Little Walter’s “Tell Me Mama”. Tasty
stuff.
A show that I’d rate as one of the year’s best so
far took place on the 12th of February, when Diz
Watson visited the Oval with his Doormen (a fivepiece line-up, with bass, drums, a conga player
and two saxmen, one of whom was Nick
Pentelow) and played a blinder of a show. Among
the many highlights were solid versions of Eddie
“Cleanhead” Vinson’s “Kidney Stew”, Professor
Longhair’s “Tipitina”, “Mess Around”, and “Big
Chief”, “I Get The Blues When It Rains”, New
Orleans standards “Iko Iko” and “Junco Partner”,
Dr. John’s “Life”, Jimmy Liggins’ “Saturday Night
Boogie Woogie Man”, Ray Charles’ ”Rockhouse”,
a funky treatment of the blues standard “Stormy
Monday”, Benny Spellman’s “Lipstick Traces”, a
boogie woogie treatment of the First World War
standard “Roses Of Picardy” and what might be
termed Diz’s “greatest hit”, “Bluecoat Man”.
Quality stuff from a super guy.

Housmans

radical booksellers since 1945
Please visit us if you can - we're at 5 Caledonian Road,
Kings Cross, London N1 (tel 020-7837 4473). The
shop is within one block of 6 of the 12 London
Underground lines (Kings Cross / St Pancras station),
as well as being convenient for countless bus routes
and several main line railway stations. We are open
Monday to Friday 10am to 6.30pm (7.30pm
Wednesday), Saturday 10am to 6pm, and Sunday 12
noon to 6pm and we sometimes have extra opening
hours for special events - or just because we are able
to - so ring us to check if you ever want to visit after our
"official" closing time.
For some periodicals Housmans is their only retail
outlet available in the UK. These magazines offer
lacunae into opinion and reportage frequently
unavailable in the mainstream media: viewpoints
pacifist, libertarian, anarchist, green, socialist, Marxist,
Trotskyist and more in a broad range of 'left field'
political opinion journals. We also stock magazines on
current philosophical trends, literature and the arts.

Gentleman Tim (Coleman) and the Contenders
are a quartet whose style is a mid-point meeting
of Chicago and West Coast blues (think Little
Charlie and the Nightcaps/Roomful Of Blues) and
they illuminated this East Croydon venue on
February 18th with things like “Everyday I Have
The Blues”, Buddy Guy’s “Let Me Love You Baby”,
Sonny Boy Williamson’s “Bye Bye Bird” and “Bring
It On Home”, Lowell Fulson’s “Reconsider Baby”,
the funky “Please Come On Home”, Little Walter’s
“Goin’ Up The Line”, Frankie Lee Sims’ ”Lucy Mae
Blues”, a brand new song, “Hole In My Pocket”,
and the swinging “Ain’t That Fine” and “Fun To
Visit”. Definitely worth a go if you like a tight,
disciplined band sound.

Please note that we welcome donations to support the
work of Housmans. Trying to promote and supply
peace movement and other varieties of radical
literature is not the most commercially viable activity and that's even without taking into account the
notoriously unfair competition that all small
independent shops face from the major high street
bookshop chains. To support our work, you can send
us a cheque made payable to Housmans. We also
welcome donations of any of your unwanted books we can often find them a home with a new generation
of activists (and raise a little money for the shop at the
same time).

A shortened column this time round, but back next
time with more Oval goings-on. See you then!
Getting A Round In Bunter
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a new student centre for Columbia College, who
own the site. It was thought that at 71, Guy might
not be interested in starting over, but the latest
news is that he is looking for a location for a new
club.
Another blues institution closes this month. Red
Lick Records has been the UK’s finest source of
blues and related music for over 25 years, but
now Ken and Ann Smith are bowing out of the
business. ‘Tales From The Woods’ would like to
thank them and wish them well.
A new DVD on the life and music of Willie
“Pinetop" Perkins has just been released
internationally. “Born In The Honey” tells the story
of the blues pianist from his birth on a Mississippi
plantation 93 years ago to his still active
performing and recording career. There are
tributes from many musicians including Dr John,
Ike Turner, Mitch Woods and Taj Mahal, and live
performances, as well as historic footage of
African-American life as he lived it. This has been
highly praised by blues fans.

NEWS
‘Tales From The Woods’ is sad to report the
passing of blues harmonica player Carey Bell in
Chicago on May 6th, aged 70. Carey has released
many albums, the most recent being a live set
recorded at Buddy Guy’s “Legends” this year, but
is probably better known for his live performances.
Bell worked with many of the blues greats,
including fellow harp players Walter Horton,
James Cotton and Junior Wells, and has played in
Muddy Waters’ band and Willie Dixon’s Chicago
All-Stars.
Alphonse “Bois Sec” Ardoin has died aged 91
on May 16th in Eunice, Louisiana. The
accordionist and his long-time musical partner,
fiddler Canray Fontenot, who died in 1995, were
the first African-Americans to record an LP of
Cajun music in 1966. Their songs were sung in
French, but the introduction of elements of R&B
created a style known as “La Musique Creole” or
“la-la”, and is considered the forerunner of Zydeco
music.
Better news about Bo Diddley following his
stroke. At the time of going to press, Bo was up
and walking, and though he has not recovered his
speech yet, his doctors are confident he will return
to performing.









STOMPIN’ USA TOUR

A man who scammed Jessie Mae Hemphill out
of more than $6000 raised in benefit events in her
last years has been convicted, but escaped a jail
sentence by promising to pay the funds back to
her estate. Jessie’s grave is to be marked by a
headstone bearing her picture after the Jessie
Mae Hill Foundation raised the necessary cash.
An unexpected winner in the Blues Music
Association awards was Jerry Lee Lewis, whose
“Last Man Standing” was chosen as Comeback
Album of the Year. Winners in the other 24
categories include Robert Lockwood Jr, Etta
James, Bobby Rush, Irma Thomas, Marcia Ball,
Honeyboy Edwards and Hubert Sumlin.

Rosie Ledet at the Blue Moon Lafayette

No doubt one or more of the 2007 Stompers will
contribute a more detailed account of the trip in
the next issue of the magazine. Here are just a

Buddy Guy’s “Legends”, Chicago’s most
famous blues club, is set to close to make way for
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few impressions of another great 'TFTW' odyssey.
Fittingly for the Howler, on our first night we visited
the Luna Bar and Grill in Lake Charles, and most
of us spent the last night in San Antonio’s
“Howling At The Moon” nightclub. In between we
heard lots of good music – Rock’n’Roll, blues,
cajun, zydeco, conjunto, western swing and many
shades in between. Probably the most enjoyable
was the open-air Swamp Pop Throwdown in front
of the Louisiana State Museum at Jackson
Square in New Orleans.

In the swamp

We took a swamp tour near Breaux Bridge, visited
the Rodeo in Beaumont, saw ghost towns in rural
Texas, and experienced monsoon-like rain in
Baton Rouge, which forced us off the road until it
was over. We visited Clifton Chenier’s grave near
Loreauville. At Fred’s Lounge in Mamou we heard
the best of Cajun music, and we heard some
great swamp pop at a school fundraiser in the
small town of Arnaudville.
We risked our arteries with all the fried Cajun
food, and got lost more than once, but everybody
had a great time.
Alan Lloyd

Lazy Lester meets some Woodies

One carload of Stompers managed to fit in a trip
to the Houston Space Center; the other group
attended the Cinco De Mayo Festival in Austin,
popular with the city’s Hispanic residents but
largely ignored by the rest of the population. I’m
sure we all would have liked to do both, but as
always on these holidays, tough choices have to
be made.









Marffa's Muffins
Gig and venue reviews

Some or all of us visited the spartan JD Miller
museum in Crowley, the excellent music
exhibition in the Gulf Coast Museum in Port
Arthur, the Civil War Museum in New Orleans and
the museum devoted to Cajun and AfricanAmerican history in the lovely town of St
Martinsville, which looks much the same as it
must have done 50 years ago.

Curst Sons + Pete Molinari @ Wot’s cooking?
th
The Sheepwalk Feb 17
The Rosinators + Justin Rutledge @ Wot’s
th
cooking? Ex service men club March 7 .
Looking for something different from the usual
array of watering holes in South London, the other
month I found myself making the my way to way
out East to darkest Leytonstone High road. Wot’s
cooking? Is a roots night held every Saturday and
Wednesday for the good people of east London.
On Wednesday night it is at a pub called the
Sheepwalk, which is approximately 3 minutes
walk from the tube station.
This large open plan pub was a hive of activity,
filled pretty much to capacity with a crowd waiting
to see Pete Molinari and the The Curst Sons.
The crowd was of varying ages, although not
many under 30 years of age, in couples, singles
and groups, all of which seemed to be having a
good time.

Ralph befriends a Cajun singer in Evangeline Park,
St Martinsville

The compere reminded us that it was free to get
in, but there would be a large glass coming round
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during the night which he expected to be filled for
the performers.

The Rosinators played for about 45 minutes in
the end. I liked their bluegrass and Cajun mix,
particularly when they managed to work London
based lyrics into the song. I wasn’t overly sure
about the 4 songs that were performed in French,
but there you go. They weren’t bad songs, but I
generally don’t like the French language sung.
See if you like them by visiting their website at
www.rosinators.com

Pete Molinari took the flower garlanded stage
first and played for about 40 minutes. This man
was given quite a lead up on the promotional
material and I quote: “Recording the follow-up to
his debut album at Toerag, and championed by
Billy Childish, Pete Molinari plays an
extraordinary authentic blues. Think Hank
Williams meets Bob Dylan”. Personally to me he
will be remembered for an annoyingly whiny voice
that grated on me from about 10 minutes in and
didn’t get better. Strange though because Pete
comes from Chatham and I would have thought
that in itself would give you the Blues big time! Still
each to their own, because on the Monday there
was an article in the Guardian praising Pete
Molinari as the best thing since sliced bread; and
it wasn’t in reference to this gig. See what you
think
by
visiting
Pete’s
web
site
www.petemolinari.co.uk

The Rosinators with guest triangle player.

Curst Sons were very well received by all. This 3
piece – various percussion things but no drums,
guitar, banjo and mandolin – brought their East
Sussex mountain melodies mixed with gospel
tinged tunes to an audience that was hankering
for something more up beat after the previous
performer. Well, we certainly got it. We had
salvation and damnation in a set that brimmed
with well-played fusion of Bluegrass, Swamp and
Gospel. I particularly liked WTMY blues, Hell
awaits you, Young Bride and their versions of
Railroad Bill, Sam Hall and On the Road Again.
Visit
The
Curst
Sons
website
at
www.thecurstsons.co.uk to find out when they are
playing near you. You can also download snippets
of track from their two studio albums.

Opaque + Phil King + Haley Glenie-Smith + JJ
Appleton + Jared Young @ The Ginglik
th
Shepherds bush Green 14 March.
Well well, what a find this was, 3 new venues in as
many weeks and the third cracking one too!
Located actually under the green in a former toilet,
opposite the central line tube station, this
members only venue was warming and friendly.
Although it is members only, you can join for free
providing that you have photo ID (I don’t know
why) to obtain a membership card.
Bottled Fullers honey dew was the only British
beer available at a very pricy £4.20! Apart from
that there was no other down sides to the venue.
It consisted of an entrance with a free cloakroom.
A separate bar area of reasonable size. A chatting
area /chill out room. And a sizeable performance
space, albeit without a raised stage.

Having such an enjoyable visit to Wot’s cooking
on the above night, I went back there on
th
Wednesday 7 March. On a Wednesday the club
is located in the ex servicemen’s club just around
the corner in Harvey Road. A change of venue
maybe, but not of the style of music, the club is as
you would expect it to be. Low ceilings, small
(cheap) bar, although again no beer, but similarly
rammed with people having a good time.

Each act did between 20 and 30 minutes and was
of high calibre. First up was American Jared
Young from Little Rock, who played guitar and
wrote his own lyrics. He was enthusiastic and
unfazed when he had some problems with his PA,
but frankly in a market that is full of this genre, it
really takes someone with something else to grab
my attention; Jared did not do anything for me.

Tonight the Canadian singer songwriter Justin
Rutledge shone like a star through the silk
flowers adorning the stage. His voice and lyrics
really were superb, a genuine find and truly miles
better than Pete Molinari. At times he reminded
me of Ryan Adams – Gold era – particularly on
the slower numbers. I was really taken by Too
sober to sleep; a truly great song written by Justin.
See what you think of him too by going to
www.justinrutledge.com to listen to two tracks
from his current album The Devil on a bench in
Stanley Park.

The same could not be said for JJ Appleton –
another American this from New York – who was
an engaging an entertaining performer. His guitar
tone was really deep and different, so much so
that I wasn’t overly sure it was actually tuned
correctly. However, after the first song it became
apparent that his sound really worked. Lyrically
similar to Bowling For Soup and Ben Folds with
his acerbic observations, I particularly liked The
more things change & Someone else’s problem,
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the latter being dedicated to ex girlfriends/wives
everywhere. I thought he was so good I actually
bought his album, and I have to say I am pleased
with my purchase. Although the album appears to
be an electric affair with a host of other musicians,
it still shows his music off well. Listen to some of
JJ’s music at www.jjappleton.com

called Orion. His lyrics and vocals on this track
reminded me of Jethro Tull; it seemed to have
more than a passing influence from folk. On
another track he sounded a bit Bill Withers.

Phil King having a Brucie moment
The things that struck me more than anything
about Phil King was his voice. He was able to
sound very delicate, but when emotion and power
was required it came in bundles. He managed to
maintain good strength to his vocals and never
seemed to strain or go off key.
Check out more of Phil by visiting www.philking.net if you then follow a link to his MySpace
site you can listen to 4 different tracks of his.

JJ Appleton

Haley Glenie-Smith
This half American/British woman was very good.
Simply vocals and semi acoustic guitar, she
performed in a style that had more than a passing
resemblance to British folk artist Beth Orton. Top
songs of the night were Adagio and Platform 5.
The latter is about the view from the said platform
at Willesden Junction station. Knowing that view
reasonably well, I found I could connect with this
very well, but I have to say her interpretation of it
is much more glorious and resplendent than my
memories of it; so much so that I asked her
afterwards if she had ever thought of contacting
Brent council tourist department as they may like
to use it for promotional material!
See
what
you
think
of
Haley
at
www.myspace.com/haleyglenniesmith

Opaque
This 5 piece from Peterborough were a change
from all the previous acts. Appearing at the start a
little unhinged, the vocalist was stumbling around
a bit but performed with great style and originality.
This bunch of musicians would have torn the
stage up if there had been one. The lead vocalist
worked the band and the audience well.
The opening track sounded very much like early
The Cure, but during the rest of the set they
varied between sounding like U2 at the rockier
end and The Coral. The last track was a 15
minute wander through music variety that could
have been classed as Prog rock. Find out more
about this crazy bunch at www.bandopaque where
you can also download 4 songs from their album
The Last Moustache.

Phil King
This Bristol based chap was my reason for
attending tonight, or more specifically his cellist Kate Robey – who is the daughter of a friend of
mine.
Phil played a mix of styles with his 4 piece
ensemble tonight. The first track reminded me of
Craig David on occasions; his vocals and guitar
work sounding similar to 7days. He also played a
track that had a fairly long instrumental lead in

MM
(He’ll buy a flash for his camera next time – H)
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Wednesday 30 May
Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
Hot Club De Paris
£10
Wednesday 30 May
Fairfield Halls, Croydon
John Martyn

Rick Hardy reunited with the members
of his band back in 2000

£15

Wednesday/Thursday 6/7 June
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Bo Diddley
£25
Thursday/Friday 7/8 June
Hampton Court Palace
Jools Hollands and his Rhythm and Blues
Orchestra and others
£42/£45
Friday 8 June
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Gary Moore
£26.50
Monday 11 June
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Roger Chapman & Shortlist
Wednesday 13 June
Hoxton Bar & Grill
Kula Shaker
together with Rock Island Line presents on

£20

£15

Thursday 14 June
Hyde Park
The White Stripes – Queens of the Stoneage
(part of 4-day festival)
£40 two-day ticket

Sunday 10th June 2007, from 10:15 am

Skiffle from Gravesend to
Southend on MV Princess
Pocahontas

Thursday/Friday 14/15 June
Hampton Court Palace
Van Morrison
£65/£55

celebrating the 50th anniversary of the “Skiffle
Across The Channel” trip

Chas McDevitt * Wee
Willie Harris * City
Ramblers Reunion * Alan
Bailey and his Soho LegEnds

Saturday 16 June
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Melanie
£22.50/£20
Sunday 17 June
Royal Festival Hall
Motorhead

(including John Hills’ tribute to Rick
Hardy and Johnny Booker - The Vipers)
BBC’s ”Inside Out” are filming the event and will
board the boat at 9.45am
Passengers need to be aboard by 10.15am and
embark by 10.30am
Arrive Southend at 12.30pm. Leave 16.15pm,
arrive Gravesend 18.30pm
Proceeds will include a donation to the
Jack Brown Cancer Charity

£35/£25

Sunday 17 June
Dingwall, Camden Lock
Steve Forbert
Monday 18 June
Wembley Arena
Pearl Jam
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£16

£35

Monday-Wednesday 18-20 June
Hampton Court Palace
Tom Jones
£75/£49.50
Tuesday 19 June
Wembley Arena
Ozzy Osbourne

Thursday 28 June
Royal Albert Hall
Al Green – Candi Staton

£45/£35

£35

Tuesday 19 June
Dingwall, Camden Lock
Terry Reid
£35/£20
Wednesday 20 June
Royal Festival Hall
Iggy Pop and the Stooges
£32.50/£30

Friday 29 June

Thursday 21 June
Royal Festival Hall
John Barry and the London Philharmonic
Orchestra
£35/£25

Caxton Arms, 50 The Highway
(near Tower Hill)
Jammin’ At The Highway
re-launch

Friday 22 June
Hampton Court Palace
Buena Vista Social Club
£49.50/£45

Starring the 'Tales From The Woods' houseband
Featuring
John Hills – lead guitar
Jaron – keyboards
Rolen – drums
Trevor Jones – bass guitar
Roger Perrin – sax
Hardrock Bunter – DJ/percussion
Pete Baxter – vocals
Rockin’ Gerry Champion – vocals
plus many special guests

Friday 22 June
Royal Festival Hall
Jesus and Mary Chain
£27.50/£22.50
Friday 22 June
Wembley Arena
John Fogerty

£35

Saturday 23 June
Pavilion, Battersea (opposite Dog’s Home)
In association with

Rockin’ Gerry and the Motivators

£free

Sunday 24 June
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Charlie Musselwhite
£17.50
Monday 25 June
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Ziggy Marley

£20

Tuesday 26 June
Royal Albert Hall
Anita Baker
£35/£31.50

So come along and join us; help us to
create/recreate musical history
Tell your friends and with your help we can
continue monthly sessions and, more importantly,
we can give our talented but often under
appreciated musicians the credit they deserve.
We commence around 7.30pm for a drink and a
chat, allowing friends old and new to acquaint
themselves, the music commencing at
approximately 8.30 to 9.30 with a break to top up
at the bar, the second part from 10pm to 11pm.

Tuesday/Wednesday 26/27 June
Wembley Arena
The Who
£65/£50
Wednesday 27 June
Royal Albert Hall
Smokey Robinson
£50/£37.50

ALL MUSICIANS WELCOME!
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Wednesday 4 July
Tower of London
Joe Cocker
£45/£65
Thursday 5 July
IndigO2 at the O2 Arena, Millennium Way
Natalie Cole
£30/£22.50

Friday-Monday 29 June-2 July
The Ultimate 1950's Rock 'n'
Roll Weekender

Saturday 7 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Steely Dan
£50/£45

At PONTIN'S, PAKEFIELD HOLIDAY CENTRE
LONDON ROAD (A12), KESSINGLAND,
LOWESTOFT, SUFFOLK

Saturday/Sunday 7/8 July
Tower of London
Allen Toussaint - Elvis Costello

Exclusive Appearance
His only US & European show in 2007
Original Slap Bass Player for Gene Vincent's 1956
Blue Caps

£45/£65

Sunday 8 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Lauryn Hill
£37.50

Jumpin’ Jack Neal

Sunday 8 July
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street

Rock Around The Clock
One-off show for all Rock'n'Roll fans
They first rocked the UK in 1957, they're still
rockin' in 2007

Comets
presents

Sonny Burgess

Caravan Of Stars

Graham Fenton from Matchbox - from Germany
The Lennerockers - The Legendary Crazy
Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers - Ervin Travis
- Crystalairs - Porky's Original Hot Rockin' The Rat Pack - Lee Gocher's Sundowners The KingCats - The Bricats - Only UK Show
from Germany Black Raven - Sandy Fords
Flyin' Saucers - Teenage Sensations The
Furious Rhythm Aces

The rockin’ return of the incredible

Roy Young and his band
featuring the legendary Howie Casey on sax
Back by public demand after his triumphant return
to the UK for the first time in 40 years

Terry Wayne & The Rhythm Aces
Steve Hooker
'Tales From The Woods' houseband with
special guests Rockin’ Gerry Champion, the
Essex Rock'n'Roll king, Corliss Randall, sassy,
sexy raw soul/blues from new Orleans
Cora James, foot stompin’ R&B from Australia
along with her virtuoso partner John Hill on
keyboards
Tickets £20 (£18 for paid up Woodies) in advance
All the usual contact details at the end of the mag.

With 15 Hot DJ's including DJ Steve Stack o Wax,
DJ WildCat Pete, DJ Cockney Rebel, and more
from £135 with food

Saturday 30 June
Twickenham Stadium
Rod Stewart
£50/£65
Saturday 30 June
Barbican
Chick Corea + Gary Burton

Monday 9 July
Royal Festival Hall
Ornette Coleman Quartet
£45/£35
£20/£30.
Thursday/Friday 12/13 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Kings of Leon
£38.50

Saturday/Sunday 30 June/1 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Lou Reed
£30/£60

Friday 13 July
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Gloria Gaynor
£29.50
Saturday 14 July
Somerset House
Bert Jansch, Beth Orton, Bernard Butler
£22.50
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Friday 27 July
The Caxton Arms, 50 The Highway
The revamped Jammin’ At The Highway
Starring the 'Tales From The Woods' houseband
plus many special guests
£3 (£2 for Woodies)
Thursday-Monday 26-30 July
THE SUMMERTYNE FESTIVAL
AMERICANA WEEKEND
Glen Campbell
Nanci Griffith
The Blind Boys Of Alabama + Mouthful
Isobel Campbell & Mark Lanegan + Ana Egge
John Lewis & His Hot Rock N Roll Trio.
Jackie Leven
John Miller And His Country Casuals
Holly Golightly & the Brokeoofs
Richmond Fontaine
Shawn Lee & Soul Visa
Edgar Jones & The Jones
Kris Kristofferson
Ricky Skaggs & Kentucky Thunder
And many, many more
Times and prices vary
tel: 0191 4434661

Tuesday 17 July
IndigO2 at the O2 Arena, Millennium Way
Five Blind Boys of Alabama, Mavis Staples
£40/£30

Wednesday 18 July
Somerset House
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club

£22.50

Saturday 21 July
IndigO2 at the O2 Arena, Millennium Way
Youssou N'Dour
£40/£20

Friday-Sunday 3-5 August
Twinwood Arena. Clapham, Bedford

Monday 23 July
Barbican
Wynton Marsalis, Lincoln Centre Jazz
Orchestra
£40/£30

Thursday 26 July
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street

presents….
For further details consult www.TFTW.freeuk.com
or emergency newsletters/emails

Ike Turner and the Rhythm Kings, John Mayall
and the Blues Breakers plus many more
£89
Monday/Tuesday 13/14 August
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Gregory Isaacs
£20
Monday/Wednesday/Sunday 21/23/26 August
IndigO2 at the O2 Arena, Millennium Way
The Rolling Stones £150/£70
Friday 31 August
Borough Green Rock'n'Roll Club, Wrotham
In association with

Rockin’ Gerry and the Motivators
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Acknowledgements

As we were about to go to press, the editorial
board were informed that 78 year old Rock'n'Roll
and rhythm and blues legend Bo Diddley has
suffered a stroke and as we write is hospitalised
under intensive care. I know each and every one
of you will want to join us in wishing Bo a very
speedy recovery (and the latest news is that he
has improved and is waiting to be moved to a
hospital near his home town in Florida).

Editor – Keith Woods
Page 5, The Buzz – Keith Woods
100 Club – John Hills/Brian Clark
Paul Barrett Speaks – Paul Barrett
Mr Angry – John Howard

Also in poor health at the moment is long time
'Tales From The Woods' subscriber and former
film director Errol Smith but, being a true
Rock'n'Roller, Errol will not allow his present
condition to deter him from having a good time
with his fellow Woodies, saying he will be with us
at Tony Papard/Brian Jessup’s party at the
Freemason’s Arms on May 26th. Good on you
Errol, look forward to seeing you.

Reviews – Neil Foster
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Soapbox – Lee Wilkinson
Books and Stuff – Tony Papard
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Jolliffe

Still sadly in very poor health is former Ace
Records man Ray Topping as reported in these
pages on previous occasions. Drop a line to Ray
or pass on any messages you may have via
'Tales From The Woods' Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill and top man at Europe’s finest, most
comprehensive blues magazine Juke Blues,
Dickie Tapp, who is in regular contact with Ray.

Vidler’s Views – Darren Vidler
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Hornsey Howler – Alan Lloyd

'Tales From The Woods' on behalf of its
contributors and all of its subscribers send their
regards to Ray, Errol and Bo Diddley. Our
thoughts are with you.

Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris

If you want to be added to the T.F.T.W.
mailing list, just contact us at
tftw@blueyonder.co,.uk and we will keep
you advised of any future exciting
developments – and it’s FREE!

Website – Alan Lloyd
Dogsbody – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Hey folks, keep your eyes open for a reasonably
priced, fully functioning photocopier – if you spot
one, please let us know. H is surfing eBay for a
likely candidate but if you know of a good one, get
in touch.

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

Time to go folks. We anticipate getting issue 53
out during the months of August/September. Until
then, stay healthy, wealthy, stay cool and keep
rockin’

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Keith Woods

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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